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Executive Summary

This Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes, Accounting and Auditing (ROSC A&A) assesses the progress

made since the first ROSC A&A in 2004 and identifies reforms necessary to strengthen the accountancy profession in Sri

Lanka. The reforms would enhance the quality of corporate financial reporting, which contributes to improved investment
climate, attracts foreign direct investment, and fosters business development.

2 The ROSC review, requested by the Ministry of Finance (MOF), was conducted from December 2013 to September
2014. All findings reflect this time period of the review; some stated future events may have been achieved by publication
date. The review used the World Bank multi-layered review methodology with inputs from a wide range of stakeholders,

including government, regulatory and accountancy bodies, accounting and auditing firms, banks, insurance companies,
state-owned enterprises, small and medium-size enterprises, and academia.

3 The Sri Lanka country context has changed significantly since the 2004 ROSC, particularly with the cessation of the
26-year conflict in May 2009 and the subsequent transition to middle-income country status. Sri Lanka aspires to
attain upper middle-income level by 2016. A key component of the strategy for economic growth is the development of Sri

Lanka as a regional hub in South Asia for aviation, maritime, tourism, knowledge, energy, and commercial activities.

Enhanced financial reporting infrastructure in the country will contribute to the achievement of this growth, particularly the

knowledge and commercial activity hubs that rely on the accounting profession to build capacity and benchmark
international good practice. With an accountancy student population of over 100,000, the profession's contribution to the

skills sector in Sri Lanka is significant. This can be illustrated via the burgeoning business process outsourcing (BPO)
industry in Sri Lanka. The finance and accounting outsourcing emerged as a significant contributor to the BPO industry due
to the large pool of accountancy students, technicians, and professionals and Sri Lanka's convergence to International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). Additionally it is imperative that investors have financial information that is

comparable across countries in compliance with globally acceptable accounting and auditing standards and codes for

informed decision-making as foreign and private sector investments are necessary to reach the targeted GDP growth rate.

4. Small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) make up a large part of the Sri Lankan economy and contribute to
N inclusive growth. Providers of capital and the Department of Inland Revenue perceive financial reporting by SMEs to be

unreliable. Providers of capital routinely reconstruct financial statements based on cash flows into bank accounts in order
to estimate the creditworthiness of SMEs, and there is a perception that financial statements understate the profitability and

financial position of SMEs. These can result in restrictions to access capital and lower tax revenues to the country. SMEs
are perceived to lack capacity; this also calls into question the quality and credibility of practitioners that audit SMEs. There
is opportunity for the growth and expansion of the SME sector via actions focused on bringing credibility to SME financial
statements.
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State-owned enterprises (SOEs) play a strategic role in the national economy. Their vast asset base of almost 43
percent of the GDP is larger than the market capitalization of all the listed companies in the Colombo Stock Exchange. The
elimination of prevailing losses made by state-owned business enterprises could alone bring about an economic
turnaround, and improved financial reporting has a significant role to play in this for (a) better and informed management
decision-making; (b) improved oversight, assessment of fiscal risk, and governance of SOEs; and (c) greater transparency
and accountability.

- - ~~~~~~~~The outcomne of the ROSC A&A will contribuLte toward achievemnent of theFY31ConrPatesiSrtgy

The Country Partnership Strategy focuses on four areas: (a) facilitating sustained private and public investment, (b)
supporting the structural shifts in the economy; (c) improving living standards and social inclusion; and (d) improving
resilience to climate and disaster risks. A strengthened institutional framework for the accountancy profession will
contribute toward achieving the country's goals in these areas, especially by improving investment climate and developing
skills for a knowledge-based economy. Improving accountancy facilitates the pro

information in the economy that is essential for domestic and foreign investment decision-making and for improving
corporate governance and corporate and economic accountability.

There is a vibrant accountancy profession in Sri Lanka. There are 5 professional accountancy organizations in the
country, of which the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (CASL) is the largest, accounting for over one-third of
members and students. CASL is a member of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC); and two other local
bodies, the Institute of Chartered Management Accountants (ICMA) and Association of Accounting Technicians (AATSL), are
associate members of IFAC. The two UK-based professional accounting bodies, Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA) and Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), have full IFAC membership and have
branch offices in Sri Lanka.

CASL is the promulgator of accounting and auditing standards in the country, plays a key role in developing the
profession locally, and actively contributes to the profession globally. CASL has also launched aseries ofinitiativesto
enhance public sector accounting and reporting practices. A public sector wing of CASL has emerged with the
establishment of the Association of Public Finance Accountants of Sri Lanka (APFASL) to implement professional skilt
development programs for the public sector accountants. CASL has signed memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
Chartered Institute of Public Finance Accountancy (UK) to offer a joint qualification titled Chartered Public Finance
Accountant. CASL has published ten Sri Lanka Public Sector Accounting Standards (SLPSAS) jointly with the MOE

Emerging trends include progressive companies embracing both sustainability reporting and integrated reporting in
line with global developments, on a voluntary basis since these are not mandated in Sri Lanka. Several companies
that prepare integrated reporting have won awards at the South Asia Federation of Accountants Annual Report Awards
competition, which exemplifies a level of high quality.

Significant progress has been made in implementing 2004 ROSC recommendations in partnership with international
organizations such as the World Bank and IFAC. Of the 14 policy recommendations, 7 have been fully implemented while
another 5 are under implementation. The reforms have strengthened the institutional framework that supports accountancy
profession. A number of regulatory changes since the 2004 ROSC have led to a strengthening of the frameworks supporting
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the development of a robust financial reporting regime. The Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Standards Board, the only Figure A: Summary of Recommendations

audit regulator in South Asia and represented on the International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR), has

significantly increased its technical capacity and coverage of reviews. Other regulators too have enhanced their technical
capacity. CASL has a rigorous education and training program that is based on International Education Standards ROSO Qfll A ec omm end in
promulgated by the International Accounting Education Standards Board (IAESB). Sri Lanka has adopted IFRS and ISA and

all IFRIC and SIC pronouncements issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The technical capability
of CASL has been increased as recommended in the 2004 ROSC A&A to fully support the technical work. CASL supports
implementation of accounting and auditing standards by offering capacity-building initiatives and by issuing an audit toolkit. Accountin &

There are some key challenges for strengthening corporate financial reporting and taking it to the next level. There Local PAOs Auditing
are limitations in the statutory framework, as follows:

(a) It does not clearly classify companies into different categories and specify the financial reporting and auditing

requirement and applicable standards for each category. m Companies Act Compliance with Develop policy for Expand National
(b) It allows registered auditors to carry out audits of non-SBEs although they are not professional auditors and hence not Code of Conduct re-admitting Quality

bound by the continuing membership requirements of CASL, including mandatory continued professional development *Provide and disciplinary auditors who have Framework to

and compliance with the Sri Lanka Auditing Standards; a code of ethics; or any investigation or disciplinary action. for differential procedures of been out of include all PAOs

(c) It has no provisions to license audit firms, only individual auditors. reporting members practice for more
(d) It does not allow SLAASMB and some of the other regulators to have additional sources of funds to supplement the t Enhance

existing government funds - to support the enhanced work of the regulators. *Require sufficient structured

(e) Mandatory provisions to carry out audit firm-level reviews do not exist. information on lmlement framework for

(f) No differential reporting requirements for different categories of companies are recognized in the law. The capacity of Inorton tograr sole laning
SMEs, SOEs, and SMPs are too weak to follow international financial reporting and auditing standards. the Registrar of practitioners and employers

companies Inraespot .meeta

12 The ROSC A&A proposes several policy recommendations that take into account international experience, good ,Monitor CPD and

practice, and local circumstances. Addressing the gaps and weaknesses in the statutory framework is key to setting the Mandate sanction
right foundation to move forward. The quality of training to prospective accountants can be further enhanced by the compliance non-compliance
professional accountancy organizations designing and implementing structured frameworks for accrediting and monitoring with auditing

learning providers and approved employers. The National Qualification Framework developed by the Ministry of Higher standards for Reduce disparity

Education should be amended to include professional accounting qualifications to facilitate comparability by employers all categories in service
and potential students. The professional accountancy organizations should implement comprehensive programs to monitor of auditors between Western
continuing professional development (CPD) and sanction non-compliance. CASL should introduce audit specific CPD for groups

the audit license. The regulators should enhance their coordination in order to enhance regulation of the accountancy ICASL oMe SMPs

profession. There is room for further improvement in the methodologies used by regulators with increased resources. CASL CAcLrpchamber

should implement a mandatory audit quality assurance review process for audit firms to encourage implementation of Sri
Lanka Standards on Quality Control (SLSQC) 1. The recommendations are summarised in Figure A. Registration of

1'3 The findings and the policy recommendations summarized in the report will contribute to the development of a practicing audit
comprehensive reform action plan. The action plan will identify the proper sequencing of actions and the responsible firms

parties for implementation.at s
a PAit

VrmwokPrfsso



I ntroducton

The Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes, Accounting and Auditing (ROSC A&A) in Sri Lanka aims to assess
the progress made on implementation of the policy recommendations of the first ROSO A&A in 2004 and supports the

Government of Sri Lanka in preparing a country action plan. This will further enhance the quality of corporate financial
reporting, and thereby contribute toward the country's goal of improving the investment climate, attracting foreign direct
investment (FDI), and fostering business development. The ROSC review, requested by the Minister of Finance and
Planning, entailed an evaluation exercise that assesses the strengths and weaknesses of existing institutional frameworks

that underpin financial accounting and auditing practices; determines the comparability of national accounting and auditing
standards; and evaluates the effectiveness of enforcement mechanisms for ensuring compliance with existing national
standards, rules, and regulations.

The review was conducted from December 2013 to September 2014 using the World Bank's multi-layered review
methodology. All findings reflect this time period of the review; some stated future events may have been achieved by

publication date. The data and information used for the review was gathered from a diagnostic questionnaire completed by
stakeholders; by reviewing accountancy profession-related documents; and through interviews with many stakeholders
from government, regulatory and accountancy bodies, accounting and auditing firms, banks, insurance companies,
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs), and academia. The review focused on

assessing the institutional framework underpinning accounting and auditing practices in the private sector and in SOEs of

the country in comparison with international standards and good practice. 'as outlined in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1. Approach

Statutory Education & Accountancy Accounting Auditing Monitoring,
Framework Training Profession & Standards Standards Enforcement

Ethics&Ovrih

An overview of the ROSC A&A and the detailed presentation of methodologies are available on the Wrd Bank worsht



A. Country Context
A.CutyCnet6 Sri Lanka's GDP is estimated to be US$67.4 billion for 2013,' reflecting a growho . ecn nraeoe 02

3 The Sri Lanka economic situation has changed significantly since the 2004 ROSC. With the end of a 26-year conflict in May marginally below the 8 percent growth rate required to achieve the stated go
2009, Sri Lanka has transitioned to middle-income country status. The macroeconomic situation has improved. Sri Lanka Per capita income was US$3,282 in 2013, reflecting growth from US$2,923 in 2
can now focus on long-term strategic and structural development challenges for achieving the Government's vision. Its goal ambitious target of achieving US$4,000 per capita income by 2016. Foreign dirE
to increase per capita income to US$4,000 by 2016 - will require sustained high economic growth (8 percent per year), which is an increase of 73 percent from the recorded US$1,066 in 2012. As f

driven by a high investment rate. The second goal is shifting toward a more knowledge-based, globally integrated and necessary to reach the targeted GDP growth rate, it is imperative that inv
competitive, environmentally friendly, internally integrated, and increasingly urban economy. The third goal is ensuring comparable across countries in compliance with globally acceptable accounti
improvement in living standards and social inclusion. A key component of the strategy for economic growth is the informed decision-making. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 provide a snapshot of the countr
development of Sri Lanka as a regional hub in South Asia for aviation, maritime, tourism, knowledge, energy, and development.

commercial activities. Enhanced financial reporting infrastructure will contribute to achieving this vision.
Figure 1.1. GDP Growth and FDl Inflows Figure 1.2, CptlMre eeomn

A The ROSC A&A is relevant to the FY13-16 Country Partnership Strategy as it provides a foundation for the World
Bank Group support to Sri Lanka in addressing its emerging middle-income country agenda. The Country Partnership

Strategy focuses on four areas: (a) facilitating sustained private and public investment; (b) supporting structural shifts in the Inflows 2,5000

economy; (c) improving living standards and social inclusion; and (d) improving resilience to climate and disaster risks. 9 $160

Accordingly, the World Bank Group supports the Government effort to improve the investment climate, strengthen
governance, and reduce the inefficiencies of the public sector; deepen its assistance to the knowledge-based economy 6 1,500.00

with investments in skills, research, and innovation to support a structural shift in the economy; and continue to support 5

improvements in living standards and social inclusion in order to ensure the benefits of rapid growth and higher-quality $0.60

services are broadly shared. A strengthened institutional framework for the accountancy profession will contribute toward 2 S040 50000

achieving the country's goals in these areas, especially by improving investment climate and developing skills for a $0.0

knowledge-based economy. Improving accountancy facilitates the provision of high-quality, comparable financial
information in the economy, which is essential for domestic and foreign investment decision-making and improving
corporate governance and corporate and economic accountability. bo tnflows -4- GoP Growth Rate ra of a U10ilo en

B. Economic Context

Sri Lanka continues to improve its business environment in order to attract investment and increase economic growth. Sri Sri Lanka has made significant improvements in accounting and auditing p in t d e en
Lanka was ranked 85 of 189 countries in the 2014 Doing Business report, which was the highest within South Asia The 2004 ROSC. Chapter will discuss how the country has implemented most f Sm ion

Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) has 291 companies representing 20 business sectors with a market capitalization of Rs. partnership with international organizations such as World Bank and IFAC.ThSrLakAconignduitg
2,499.8 billion (US$18.8 billion), which is approximately 28 percent of GDP The country's financial services comprise 24 Standards Monitoring Board (SLAASMB) is the only audit regulator in South As oe prte otenta
licensed commercial banks, 9 licensed specialized banks, 48 licensed finance companies, 10 specialized leasing Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (I FIAR), and its model of combining ba nari ha
companies, and 22 insurance companies. Significant structural reforms are taking place in banking and non-banking recognized as a good practice by IFIAR and shared among its members. SLA a r a dsor
financial institutions and insurance sectors to build a dynamic, more effective, and more resilient financial sector in Sri Board, the Consultative Advisory Group of the International Auditing and Aurt n s ad ia e

Lanka. There are 64,423 companies registered under the Companies Act No.7 of 2007, of which 3,938 are public Consultative Advisory Group of the International Ethics Standards Board for Ac
companies, 1,591 are associations, 348 are limited by guarantee, 232 are registered as foreign entities, 9 are offshore Valuation Standards Council (IVSC). These developments within the professionraepvdtewyfreegneo
entities, and 2 are unlimited companies. vibrant business process outsourcing (BPO) sector for financing and accounting otorig

'Doing Business reports available for downloading at http://www.doingbus;ness.org/reparts/global-repoirts/do;ng-bustness-2014 4Road Map 2014, Monetary and Financial Sector Policies for 2014 and Beyond by Central Bank of Sni Lanka, h tp:/w wb/.o.kmdafane2l.p.

'ColmboStok Echage wbsie ww,cse,k- s ofFebuai 19 204.'Refer to Annex i for Sri Lanka's IFIAR membership pro file.



. Status of Implementation of 2004 Po cy Recommendatons

The Government of Sri Lanka has made significant progress in implementing the policy recommendations in the 2004
ROSC A&A report. Of the 14 policy recommendations, 7 have been fully implemented while another 5 are under
implementation. Progress made since the issue of the ROSC 2004 is testimony to the commitment of the profession and
the Government to improve the quality of financial reporting in Sri Lanka. Table 2.1 summarizes the key recommendations
and status.

Table 2.1. Key 2014 ROSC A&A Recommendations

Key recommendations Status as of March 2014

Implemented
(11 a) The Sri Lanka Financial ReportigSadrs(LR)crepn
to the IFRSa 2012 bound volumef
exception of IFRS 9, for which
implementation from January 201m
expected that the 2014 IFRS-boundvlmrilb dpe,wt h
exception of IRS 9, by the th

(1)(a) Mandate the use of 1AS/IFRS standards in line with the curren
without modification for specified Accounting Standards Committeeri s S o on
business enterprises, and as a policy of adoption, the stan s n i

(1)(b) Issue standards Lanka is among the first countries nSuhAi hthv dpe
implementation guidance to ensure IFIRS. IFRS 15, which has an effect
uniform application of standards and be effective from this date. This h arte brin
facilitate the improvement of in the 2014 ROSC A&A.
compliance practices

a(ib) CASL has published two anders enteen o lly
Depreciated Assets and Guidelines on Souty Pant ad adpt
and Biological Assets Valuatiov dth e of Fillcal
Reporting, in view of pertinent isases rentified by revatior n
other stakeholders. Additionally ilar wastaem e on

Application of SLFRS 7 for comparatives and SLFRS 10, 12, and 13.



Key recommendations Status as of March 2014 Key recommendations Status as of March 2074

Implemented. (5) Initiate legal reforms for Outstanding.
SLAASMB conducts reviews of financial statements and audits on an
engagement basis as the accounting and audit regulator. Its technical improving compliance with the There have been no revisions of or
capacity has been strengthened, the methodologies have improved accounting and auditing standards and Auditing Standards Act to clari
from a disclosure checklist approach to one of exercising professional auditors.
judgment on recognition, measurement and disclosure, a high degree

(2) Make cohesive efforts for of coverage (50% of accounts for 2013) is achieved, and the regulator (6) Introduce a system of Outstanding.
strengthening the enforcement is expected to increase coverage in the coming year. Companies and independent oversight of audit SLAASMB continues to carry out i
mechanism auditors are informed of the findings and other regulators are copied profession by SLAASMB focusing engagement level. As recommend

when applicable. Findings are published annually on the website. on: introduced a system of independer

Other regulators, such as the CSE, SEC, IBSL, CBSL Banking (a) Defining requirements for eligibility
Supervision, and non-banking financial institutions supervision, have of firms, in consultation with CASL, As a first step to introducing
also strengthened enforcement mechanisms. Utigation has been for undertaking audit assignments of introduced professional self-regU
initiated by the SLAASMB in collaboration with the SEC in two specified business enterprises; Assurance (AQA) Initiative, which m
Instances, with many other issues resolved prior to escalation due to (b) Monitoring the performance of The AQA Board, established by CA
the vigilance of regulators. practicing auditors which may Council and is represented by all k

include (i) on-site review of audit of the AQA Board must be maintaine napaac n at h
Implemented. firms with regard to compliance with Director General of SLAASMB is m

(3) Strengthen the capacity of SLAASMB increased the number of Chartered Accountants it auditing standards and other AQA Board and the panel of review
SLAASMB and other regulators employs in 2013 from 6 to 14 and improved its methodologies, applicable requirements, including external consultants on the review p

achieving higher rates of coverage and effective reviews. All other code of ethics; (ii) preventive have been carried out on a voluntar
regulators (SEC, CSE, CBSL, and IBSL) have also strengthened their measures for ensuring that audit being currently trained on SLSQCt
capacity with increased numbers of professionally qualified firms have adequate quality process effective.
accountants and are achieving high coverage rates. assurance arrangements; and (Iii)

Partial Implemented.adequate investigation and An independent audit monitoring m
Partia iplemeted.teetbiheto teItrRgltr disciplinary proceedings, along with when country conditions are conducie
CBSL has initiated the establishment of the Inter-Regulatory ipsto faporaesntos
Institutions Council to ensure the formation of appropriate policy Tmoiton shouldabe basedionsa
directions for the orderly development of the financial sector, and to rbs mtod ing on
facilitate coordination and the exchange of information in the interest international good practice.

(4) Ensure better coordination of wider financial system stability. The IBSL, SLAASMB and SEC
among regulatory bodies for Board have a nominee of the Central Bank, who is at present the
improving compliance practices Deputy Governor. Additionally, the SEC and CSE work closely Take steps for wider public Implemented.

together to ensure complete coverage of fourth-quarter reports and (7)
annual reports. The MOU between SLAASMB and SEC identified in a bl of ri rB i its indite r
the ROSC of 2004 remains effective to date. SLAASMB writes to follow-on enforcement actions to an auit obs onu ei
other regulators. However, there is further room to improve help augment a culture of ieirm ubied annle
communication by other regulators such as IBSL, CSE and compliance. advice.
Non-Banking Financial Institutions Supervision.
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Key recommendations Status as of March 2014 Key recommendations Status as of March 2014

Partially implemented. Implemented.
((8) Introduce an awareness program This has not been initiated by SLAASMB mainly due to the Considerable improvementsohaveCtakeneplace inptheeprofessional
for improving the degree of convergence to IFRS; the first financial reporting period for SLFRS (12) Ipo trofina education and training arrangement
compliance with accounting compliance was March 31, 2013. However, it is noted that significant

requirements by specified business efforts were undertaken by the profession to increase awareness of arrangements of CASL, including: Training manuals were published fo
enterprises, accounting requirements, particularly with regard to the first time o Improve training manuals to be syllabus, and a contract has been a

implementation of SLFRS. compatible with international international repute to produce mat
____________________________ ________________________________________learning__learing raterals

(9) Upgrae the liensing prcedureso Teach business ethics as a Business ethics will be taught and asse sasprt
(9) Upgrade the licensing procedures emphasis ivethsuc
for accountants and auditors in Partially implemented. a Employ instructors with training
public practice. CASL has aligned its educational requirements with the in the practical dimensions of by testing in the Audit and Assuran
The curriculum and system of International Education Standards for Professional Accountants accounting and auditing subjects.
qualification examinations should be from 2010. A new syllabus was launched in March 2014, which is standards.
improved to conform to the also fully compliant with the International Education Standards for
IFAC-issued International Education Professional Accountants. has commenced a program of regis
Standard for Professional the quality of tuition provided, whic
Accountants. CASL, the only PAO recognized to issue audit practicing licenses to instructor profiles.
CASL should develop a sound eligible members, Is yet to develop a sound mechanism for
mechanism for renewing practice renewing the practicing license of auditors in public practice on the
license of the auditors in public basis of their performance evaluation (results of audit quality
practice on the basis of their reviews) and compliance with CPD policy. 13) Improve academic accounting
performance evaluation curriculum and teaching in

_________________________________________________________________________________universiuniersiies
"Update curriculum and increase

Implemented. focus on international Partially implemented
(10)uRquire sepanaudterdicle f The new Companies Act No.7 of 2007 requires the disclosure of development and practical Significant improvements have bee

auitan nn-uitsevie ee.audit fees separately from non-audit services. aspects; while others have more work to do. h nvriyo r

___________________________ __________________________________________" Teach Techubuinessethiciass aJayawrdenauraahsdmadpcommndablsprogess,cndmit
separate subject; graduates are offered many exempAccountants

(11) Strengthen the capacity of Implfemented. Adequate attention to be given to due to its syllabus coverage, while
CASL by building a full-time team CASL has strengthened its capacity and has 8 professional staff in teaching corporate finance,
of qualified professionals closely full-time employment under the supervision of the CASL Council and English, communication skills and
supervised by the Council to its Committees. However, further strengthening of capacity is developing the critical thinking
ensure its effective role in meeting required to achieve a higher degree of compliance with IFAC ability of students.
IFAC member obligations, member obligations.

( R1
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Key recommendations Status as of March 2014

IllI nstitut ona Framework
(14) CASL should carry out the Partially implemented.
following in reference to continuing CASL has introduced continuing professional development as a
professional development: mandatory requirement for all qualified accountants.
* Introduce CPD as a mandatory

requirement for all qualified CASL delivers a number of high-quality training programs on
accountants in line with accounting and auditing standards conducted by experienced

IFAC-issued accountants who are able to discuss practical implementation
Continuing Professional aspects of accounting and auditing standards.
Development- Proposed
International Education Guideline CASL conducts programs with training providers of international
for Professional Accountant; repute, including Duke Corporate Education, post-graduate

* Arrange for delivery of high-quality universities such as INSEAD, to improve quality of training
training programs on practical opportunities within the country. It has an ongoing Master of Business
implementation aspects of Administration Program with the University of Southern Queensland,
accounting and auditing standards, Australia, affording qualified accountants further opportunities. CASL
and code of ethics for professional accepts training from other parties who are experts in their field.
accountants;

* Facilitate access to programs CASL requires its practicing members to provide declaration that they
offered by universities and other have compiled with CPD requirements, but there is no mechanism
training providers so that its developed for enforcing and monitoring the same.
members can meet requirements
for CPD; All PAOs have active CPD calendars covering SLFRS and other

* Develop a mechanism for related topics to facilitate CPD compliance by members and
monitoring and enforcement of the recognize the CPD programs of other IFAC bodies.
requirements on CPD of the
practicing members.

9 This chapter evaluates the institutional framework underpinning the accounting profession and the regulation of auditors in
Sri Lanka with a view to improving the quality of financial reporting in the country. A strong institutional framework provides

an environment conducive to improving the quality of financial reporting leading to an improved investment climate and more

robust development of capital markets. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the institutional framework in this regard.



Figure 3.1: Institutional Framework S-AASIVIBeAccounting and Auditing Standards Act

7 Sri Lanka Accounting & Auditing Act No.15 of 1995 e--- Accounting Standards Committeeand Auditing Standards Act No. 15 of 1995 specifies

arrangements for accounting and auditing of specified business enterprie(SE7Iemo rstenttuef-eAuditing Standards Committee

Companies Act No.7 of 2007 ~~~Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (CASL) to issue accounting and auditing stadrsapial oseiidbsns---- e Companies Act No.7 of 2007 e-eRegistar of Companies
enterprises and provides for the formation and functioning of the Accounti

S dSecurities & Exchange Commission Act CommitteN o that make recommendations to CASL inadopting accti

Institutional Securities & Exchange Commission Act No.36 of 1987 established the Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Standards Monitoring BoardExchange

Framework Banking Act No.30 of 1988 e CBSL Dept of Baing SupervisionSri Lanka accounting and auditing standards. The Act has an indemnity provisio l
to their action against non-compliance.

Finance Business Act 2012 m CBSL Dept of Non Banking Supervision

Regulation of Insurance Industry Act a---A Insurance Board of SrI Lanka2 The Accounting and Auditing Standards Act requires all specified busine
accordance with the Sni Lanka Accounting Standards and have them auditediyaCS ebri codnewt

Inland Revenue Act No.38 of 2000 0--Rthe Sri Lanka Auditing Standards. It also requires specified business enterprisRevenue

Mini<t of FinanceSLAASMB to determine whether the accounts have been prepared in accordane
Constitution & Public Finance Act and empowers SLAASMB to require the specified business enterprise or its aud

to its accounts and to summon and question any director, officer, or auditorreadnthsm.SASM islo

A. Statutory Framework empowered to direct specified business enterprises to have their accounts r
corrections in the following year when the contraventions are not of a serious ntr.I h aeo ulccmais

j0 flSri Lanka has enacted a number of regulatory changes since the 2004 ROSC A&A that stipulate improved financial reporting SLAASMB can require notification in writing to all shareholders of the reas
requirements. It has led to strengthening of the regulatory frameworks supporting the development of a robust financial
reporting regime. Figure 3.2 presents the legal frameworks that have been changed to enhance financial reporting. nonComplied canyquire noificationeo t lesed stoktexchang andE

Standards Act to the professional body of which such accountant is a member, oeal uhbd otk prpit
Figure 3.2: Regulatory changes and revisions from 2004 ROSC to 2014 ROSC action against the member. SLAASMB is also required to bring to the notice o

Revenue any instances of non-compliance with the provisions of the Accountinginc uitn tndrsAt
Finance ROSC
Business Act 2014
No 42 of
2012

RII Act No,3 Of 2011 tonIFrSe201
Amendments 7Specified business enterprises include all publicly traded, insurance and finance companies, tanks, stock exchanges,
to Bankinggroup companies and other companies falling under the purview of any of the five criteda: fa) yeary turover exceedeActexceeding LKR 100 million (075 million), (c) gross assets exceeding LKR300 million (UD 2.3 million), (d) liabilit
ofmillion US 0.75 million), and (e) number of employees exceeding d,i000.

8Accounting Standards Committee is comprised of12 part-time members, of which 6 represent CAS.
9Auiting Standards Committee is comprised of 8 members, of which at least 4 must be members of the AccountingSadrscomtezTeAuiigSadad,omte

Companies Act members are nominated by the CASL Council.
No 7 of 2007 'OSLAASMS is governed by 13 members, including 3ex officio members (the Registrar of Companies, the Commiss
replaces CA 15 of 1982 Securities and Exchange Commission) and 10 members appointed by the Minister of Finance, including an officer no

ROSC members frnm a panel nominated by the CAS, 1 member from the Sri Lanka Division of Chartered Instituterprie s ( I o the insieor
lawyer nominated by the Bar Association of Sri Lanka, 2 company directors, I senior banker nominated bytng Lanars aticand t secified business

2004 management academic from a panel nominated by the University Grants Commission.
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13 SLAASMB has powers for imposing appropriate administrative sanctions against infringements of standards and 16 The Companies Act of 2007 requires all companies to file an annual retur

relevant rules and regulations. Under the provisions of the Act, a corporate body and its officers, directors, and auditors prescribed format but does not require filing of financial statements for privi

can be held guilty of an offense after a summary trial before a magistrate and be liable to a fine not exceeding Rs.500,000 90 percent of the registered entities. This impacts the ability of SLAASMB to in

(USD3,733). The ceiling was set in 1995 when the Act was introduced and has not been subjected to any revision since then. come within their purview as they reach the thresholds specified for turnove

The review team perceives that the sanctions need to be improved in order to serve as deterrent to non-compliance. regulated sectors. The current list with SLAASMB is based on the information av

Additionally the Board may, having regard to the circumstances in which offence under this Act is committed, compound with new additions identified with the collaboration of the Employees Provident F

such offence for a sum of money not exceeding one-third of the fine imposable for such an offence, and all sums of money 1,000 employees. However, it is noted that the Registrar has the power to requ

received by the Board in the compounding of an offence shall be credited to the Fund of the Board. The court may sentence

an offender to imprisonment of for a term not exceeding five years for the following offences: where a person is convicted of Table 3.1: South Africa Experience - Summary of Companies Act Requirem

an offence under the Act and the court holds that the act constituting such offence was done with the intention of misleading Audit and Independent Review
the shareholders of a specified business enterprise, any financial institution dealing with such specified business enterprise,
or the Inland Revenue Department; or where a licensed commercial bank is convicted of an offence under the Act and the How ar financia Financi

court holds that the act constituting the offence was done with the intention of misleading the depositors of such bank. Categry of company statements staldrsideedn
compiled? rve

Companies Act No. 7 of 2007 reqire aolr m
Stae-wnd omanEsitheeer tl orFRSbm

1A The Companies Act No. 7 of 2007 specifies financial reporting requirements. The Companies Act 2007, which repeals pindepnlyi requiremenc
the previous Companies Act No. 17 of 1982, sets out the requirements to prepare company financial statements and group i a Financial ne ent t it

financial statements and requires that the financial statements of the company and group of companies give a true and fair

view of the state of affairs of the company as of the date on the balance sheet and the profit or loss or the income and Public companies listed on an independently or IFRS i
expenditure of the company, as the case may be, for the accounting period ending on the balance sheet date. It is exchange internally

mandatory for a group of companies to prepare consolidated financial statements unless the company is a wholly owned Non-profit companies that:

subsidiary of another company. The Companies Act however does not clearly classify companies into different categories e Hold assets in excess of

and specify the financial reporting and auditing requirement and applicable standards for each category. Table 3.1 shows R5 million in a fiduciary Either IFRiS
capacity independently npd(may be m

how the reporting and auditing requirements are specified in the Company Law of South Africa. 9 Perform a statutory or internally orrequirementofPbiAut
regulatory function Financial raet Act)

The Act also requires that the financial statements be certified by the person preparing the financial statements and * Are foreign controlled or or FaSfor s
dated and signed by two directors on behalf of the company's board. This practice has strengthened the accountability state owned

framework as it holds the directors as well as the preparers responsible for the quality of financial statements. The a Public companies not
Companies Act requires the financial statements of all companies to be audited and specifies mailers to be included in the listed on an exchange

Other profit companies
audit report. Apart from requiring the auditor to avoid conflicts of interest, the Act does not specifically state the duties, that hold assets in a
obligations, and responsibilities of an auditor, as in the Accounting and Auditing Standards Act (and the observation made fiduciary capacity in EitherIFSo
in the ROSC A&A of 2004 regarding the same). The Companies Act specifies that an auditor must be a CASL member who excess of R5 million independently or IFRIS for SE ui

Companies that meet the internally FIn Mam A u
is registered as an auditor or a registered auditor. Only CASL members can be appointed as auditors of companies other requirements of
than private companies and companies limited by guarantee. owner-managed, whose

public interest score is at
least 350 and more
thanE100i
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__________________________ ______________18 The amendments since 2004 to the Securities and Exchange Commissiocthvfaitteteisuneo

No r iaca ui rgeneral or specific directives to listed companies. The Security and Exchag omsinhsise olse
How are financial FncilrptngAudit or

Category of company statements Financial reporting independent companies and other regulated entities a number of directives and circulars o
compiled? standards review corporate governance, trading, and other matters. It has issued the following w

listed companies: (a) Guideline for the Appointment of Auditors for Listed Compne;ad(broeores rcieo
Other companies whose IFRS or Corporate Governance, jointly with the Institute of Chartered Accountants, which
public interest score is Internally IFRS for SMEs Audit
less than 100. 19 To enhance protection of public interest, audits of listed companies are

Other companies whose criteria. The Guidelines for Appointment of Auditors of Listed Companies requir
Othericompaies worislesInendtl IFRS or Independent to have three or more partners and for the engagement partner to be a fellow CALmmeQra soit ebrwt
public interest score is less Independently IFRS for SMEs review
than 350 and more than 100 more than 10-years experience; require mandatory partner rotation every five

Other companies whose As determined by the Independentspecify a schedule of restricted non-audit services that audit firms cannot provi
Asli deter creilsntralyc m ned byterneendn adopting a similar practice to ensure quality of audits in public interest entities (e.,JoansugSckEhne)Itlo

public interest score is less Internally company rve
than 100 requires the auditor to provide a declaration that the firm has complied with the r

CmaistametteGuidelines for Appointment of Auditors also require listed companies to have the afyal iaca ttmnsrvee
Companies that meet the
requirements of IFRS or Not required by the auditors and to circulate the report to shareholders, if it contains any eme
owner-managed whose Independently IFRS for SMEs financial statements.
public interest score is less
than 350 and more than 100 20 The Security and Exchange Commission has mandated related party tran

Practice on Corporate Governance, effective in 2014, which includes establismnofaRltdPryTnacis
Companies that meet the
requirements of As determined by the Not required
owner-managed whose Internally company of the International Organization of Securities Commissions, strengthen market
public interest score is less equip the Security and Exchange Commission with a range of enforcement to
than 100

imposition of a duty on external auditors of market institutions to report to thE ct and Echate C issan
breach of the SEC Act or any offence involving fraud or dishonesty.

2 g1 The Colombo Stock Exchange, the only SEC-licensed stock exchange, reg e id o te

governance through its rules and listing requirements for securities tradin lin iements fi eti
Securities and Exchange Commission Act and the Colombo Stock Exchange are required to be published and available on the CSE website. The listing requir e ant ti eti

17 The Securities and Exchange Commission Act No. 36 of 1987 and amendments thereto regulate the securities committees, of which the chairman or one member of the audit committee is ied b e of rcie

market in Sri Lanka, through the Securities and Exchange Commission established by the Act The SEC objectives professional accounting body, and its functions include ensuring that financial ss ree

are (a) creation and maintenance of a market in which securities can be issued and traded in an orderly and fair manner, (b) the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards and audited in accordance with the Sri Lana dn adrs

protection of the interest of investors, (c) operation of a Compensation Fund to protect investors from financial losses arising

as a result of any licensed stockbroker or licensed stock dealer being found incapable of meeting his contractual

obligations, and (d) regulation of the securities market to ensure that professional standards are maintained.

11 Memb2rship of the Commission comprises a Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Si Lanka, 6 persons fem the pSivate sectorE the Deputy Secretary to the Treasuryt the

17 Rmegistrar of Companies, and the President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lankaifg



Banking Act Finance Business Act

22 The Banking Act No. 30 of 1988 establishes the publication and other financial reporting requirements for banks.'- 26 The Finance Business Act 2012 empowers the Monetary Board of the Cen
The Act authorizes the Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) to regulate financial reporting by commercial banks. The Banking license finance companies in the country. The Finance Business Act requires
Act requires all commercial banks to publish audited financial statements within five months of the end of the financial year. a balance sheet, income statement, audit report, and a report by the directors re
Additionally, directions are issued by the Central Bank prescribing formats for publication of the statement of financial attached to the balance sheet within six months of the close of the financial year
position, statement of comprehensive income, statement of change in equity, statement of cash flows, and notes to the to ensure that their financial statements are prepared in accordance with the al
financial statements in line with Sri Lanka Financial Reporting Standards for annual reporting. Finance Companies (Corporate Governance) Direction No. 3 of 2008. They ar

The Central Bank also prescribes formats for publishing financial statements in English, Sinhala, and Tamil annual financial statements in an abridged format in daily Sinhala, Tamil, and E23 ~newspapers on a quarterly basis. The Central Bank has issued guidelines relating to the auditor's statutory duties, close of the period. Directions issued to finance companies require the estab
focusing on various issues such as audit planning, scope of audit, evaluation of internal control, and review of financial non-executive directors and chaired by a member of a professional accountanc
statements. These guidelines are broadly in conformity with CASL pronouncements. The Central Bank has authority to companies are listed on the Colombo Stock Exchange; the remaining 13 are ex
enlarge the scope of audit work, requiring auditors to comply with additional requirements. In addition to the conform to the more stringent requirements for listed companies.
aforementioned financial statements, the additional disclosure requirements are applicable for the preparation and
presentation of annual audited accounts of the banks in terms of the directions issued on corporate governance and Pillar Regulation of Insurance Industry Act

II of Basel II, Supervisory Review Process. 27 The Insurance Board of Sri Lanka (IBSI) regulates insurance companies

24 The Banking Directions require entities regulated by the Central Bank to establish an Audit Committee comprising Insurance Indust Act No. 43 of 2000 as amended by Act No. 2 of 2007 anc

non-executive directors and chaired by a member of a professional accountancy organization. The role and functions of 2011 requires all insurance companies to be listed on a stock exchange with

of the Audit Committee include oversight of financial reporting process and compliance with regulatory reporting enhance the regulatory framework. The same Act also requires all insurers
requirements; determining the adequacy of internal control and risk management; assessing the independence and insurance business into two companies within four years of the date that act come
performance of external auditors; and recommending to the company's Board of Directors the appointment, reappointment, are required to be submitted to IBSL within six months of the close of the financ
or removal of external auditors and their remuneration. need to be submitted within 45 days of the end of the quarter for which for

25 The Central Bank has a web-based surveillance system, and banks are also required to make monthly, quarterly, and statements of solvency for general and long-term insurance business and the det
annual submissions of the balance sheet and income and expenditure account online. Included among the mandatory an bstt within on otecloe ofmt . Submision oSantE
reporting required under the Banking Act is the provision of a monthly statement of assets, liabilities, and liquidity ratios; assessment umy s o reuire by Mh oe follon yea Comn

quarterly statements on related party transactions; investments in equity; large exposures; foreign currency exposures;

maturity gap analysis; sector exposures; and interest rate sensitivity. These formats conform to the requirements of the Sri the IBSL website. While the published and audited financial statements comp
Lanka Accounting Standards prior to the convergence with IFRS, creating a dual reporting system that has enabled the regulatory reporting arising from the requirement of the regulator to mark investn
regulator to evaluate the impacts of changes in Sri Lanka Financial Reporting Standards (SLFRS) on financial statements of held to maturity as per SLFRS for computation of solvency ratios. It is expectedt
banks. The CBSL is in the process of revising the regulatory/prudential financial statements in accordance with new

accounting standards. In this regard, the statement of financial position and the statement of comprehensive income have Inland Revenue Act
already been developed and introduced for banks for parallel reporting. Key areas of differences noted are with regard to
revenue recognition and provisioning as the Central Bank requires interest on non-performing loans and advances to be 28 the Ian revnue Act No. 38 (0)eq companiesotonsubit ud
classified as interest in suspense and provisions to be computed on time based guidelines. The Central Bank compares the R s. The Act requie all fist comie anies th turn
provisions computed in accordance with SLFRS with the time-based prudential requirements to ensure that the SLFRS

provisions, which are included in the financial statements, are not below the required prudential norms and include the prescribed format by November 30 of each calendar year, together with audit

provision for interest in suspense. proprietorships and partnerships with turnover of Rs.100 million (US$0.75 mill
profits are also required to submit audited financial statements in the prescribedfra.Tecmniseivcopat

nAmended by Acts 30 of 1990, 33 of 1995, 2 of 2005, and 15 of 2006).
This includes information about the significance of financial instruments for financial position and performance; nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments

(both qualifative and quantitative); capital structure and capital adequacy related party disclosures; external auditor's certification on the effectiveness of the internal control provisions and allowances under the Inland Revenue Act.
mechanism; and external auditor's certification of compliance with these directions in the annual corporate governance reports.a

atahdt1h9aac he ihnsxmotso h ls ftefnnilya. iesdfnnecmaisaerqie



29 There are a number of issues identified with the financial statements produced in compliance with SLFRS since the Public Enterpises Gu/de/ines for Good Governance

Department of Inland Revenue takes its guidance from the Inland Revenue Act. The Department is at an advanced The Minister of Finance, or Ministry of Finance (MOF) on his behalf, is respo
stage of preparing guidelines to ensure that there is consistency in application of the Inland Revenue Act to financial 32
statements prepared in compliance with SLFRS. The preparation of guidelines has involved several seminars with all financial operations of the government, under the Fiscal Management Respon

professional accounting organizations and public comment. The Department has incorporated changes and is awaiting financial regulations. The MOF-issued Public Enterprises Guidelines for Good G
publication in the Gazette for the guidelines to take effect. These guidelines will impact only computation of taxes and will regard to the Annual Report and Accounts applicable to public comme
not impact the preparation and presentation of general purpose financial statements. companies," and statutory boards and their subsidiaries. It requires public cor

Constitutional Provisions and other laws - Public Enterprises in accordance with requirements of the Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Star
be included in the Annual Report. Public corporations are required to submit draf,const h udtrGnrlwti

30 In terms of the Constitution, Parliament has full control of public finance and accordingly public enterprises are 60 days of the close of the financial period. Issuance of the Audit Report is requirE

subject to parliament control. For this purpose (a) annual reports of public enterprises should be tabled in Parliament The final audited accounts, together with the Audit Report, in all three languagE
within the stipulated timeframe for review by Members of Parliament; (b) Members of Parliament have the right to raise be tabled in Parliament within 150 days after the close of the financial year

queries with respect to the working of enterprises, and it shall be the responsibility of the Minister in charge of the enterprise entrusted with the responsibility of submitting Quarterly Performance Reports to
to provide true and fair responses to any questions raised; and (c) the Parliamentary Committee on Public Enterprises of Public Enterprises in specified formats on or before 30 days of the end of the
(COPE) is empowered by the standing order of Parliament to review the annual accounts and performance of public an Annual Report is a public document and should be freely available for pur
enterprises to ascertain the extent to which enterprises achieve performance targets and fulfill social responsibilities. therefore be printed and published in an economical manner in all three langua
Additionally as per Article 52(2) of the Constitution, the Secretaries to Ministries are entrusted to exercise supervision over encouraged to develop and maintain their own websites with all relevant data a

all institutions gazetted under the respective ministries. Accordingly the Secretaries of Ministries are responsible for the trends. The Finance Act of 1971 also supports these reporting requirements. It is
overall supervision of financial administration of all SOEs that are under the respective ministry, subject to the directions of Committees with at least 3 non-executive board members, including a Treasury
the Ministry of Finance. Part II of the Finance Act No 38 of 1971 defines the reporting and auditing arrangements of SOEs Committee to be chaired by a Treasury representative or a person possessini
and as per section 5(1), the provisions of Part 11 of Finance Act shall apply to every public corporation notwithstanding Committee is required to meet at least once in three months and report its recom
anything to the contrary in the provisions of any other written law. minutes of the meeting, to facilitate taking corrective measures. It is mandato

31 Article 154 of the Constitution of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and the Finance Act No 38 of 1971 included in the Annual Report. Table 3.2 summarizes the publishing and filing req

mandate the Auditor General to audit public corporations and businesses or other undertakings vested in the
Government under any written law except government-owned companies incorporated under the Companies Act.
Private auditors are appointed as per the provisions in the Companies Act to audit government-owned companies. The

Auditor General has also been vested with Constitutional authority to engage the services of qualified auditors on behalf of

the Auditor General. The Auditor General has the power to obtain the assistance of specialists in the examination of any
technical, professional, or scientific problem relevant to the audit. The Auditor General is appointed by the President and
does not come under the supervision of any minister or officer of the Government. The auditor of government-owned

companies incorporated under the Companies Act should be appointed by the Secretary to the Treasury in consultation

with the Auditor General.

4Public commercial corporations are organizations established under Special or General Acts of Parliament, for artl pd nent
enterprises are expected to operate on commercial lines and be viable and self-financing5 Government owned companies Include (a) Entities established and operated under the Companies Ordinance Act o ad coroing
virtue of its shareholding; (b) Corporations and Government owned companies converted in terms of the Conveorporations governmentOw ne
Undertakings into Public Companies Act, No. 23 of 1987.1
bOrganizations established under Special or General Acts of Parliament with recurrent and capital expenditure, oard of a erne is o
meet promotional, regulaton educational, research and other services. 22
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Table 3.2: Overview of current accounting, auditing and publication/filing requirements for major entities in Sri Lanka Company Law and regulation Accounting Audit requ
Company Law ad regulation framework/RegulatorsAuireiemnsPbcto/lngTig

Company Law and regulation Accounting Audit requirements PublicationlFiing/lTimigkingropisclRn ifhtu t nframework/Regulators Banking * Companies Act * Full SLFRS *An auditor from h ito

isted Companies * Companies Act * Full SLFRS * Qualified statutory * Submit Annual Reports Institutions Banking Act SLAASMB and auditors approeay Banking Supervision

* Securities & * SLAASMB, SEC and auditors with an audit within 5 months from close Circulars and Guidelines dakin on Cental An Mone Department the monthly,
Exchange CSE regulates license from CASL of financial year to their * Accounting and Auditing Central Bank from CASL is a mandatory submission ofnualCommission Act * As per voluntary shareholders and to CSE. Standards Act requirement. blssios and* SEC directuves guideline of SEC, * File financial statements Incomebalancepsheetuan

* ri Ln cuting Audit firms to have with SEC.
three or more * Submit annual financial account.

and Auditing the Pubis audite financialoSLASMStandards Act partners, for the statements to SLAASMB
engagement partner * Half-yearly financial statements within five

to be a fellow statements reviewed by the

member of CASL or auditors and report financial year.

an associate member circulated to shareholders if * In a format prescribed by

with more than it contains any emphasis of CBSL, publsh financial

1 0-years experience, matter, together with the statements in English,
interim financial Sinhala, and Tamil
statements. newspapers on a

* Interim financial quarterly basis.
statements should be * Submit the annual
submitted to CSE within 45 financial statements to
days from 1st, 2nd and 3rd SLAASMB.
quarter end and within 2
months from the 4th Finance * Companies Act * Full SLFRS * An auditor from the Ilst * Submit to non-banking
quarter end. Companies * Finance Business Act * SLAASMB and of auditors approved by supervision the balance

* Interim financial * Central Bank guidelines non-banking supervision Central Bank Monetary sheet, income statement,
statements and annual o Accounting and department of the Board. An audit icense audit report, and report by
reports are available on Auditing Standards Act Central Bank from CASL is a the directors relating to the
CSE website. Annual mandatory requirement state of affairs of the
reports are also on company attached to the
institutions' websites. balance sheet within 6

* File with the Registrar of months of close of the
Companies for registration, financial year
within 20 working days * Publish 6 monthly and
after financial statements of annual financial statements
the company and any in an abridged format in
group's financial daly Sinhala, Tamil, and
statements are required to English newspapers within
be signed, copies of those 3 months of end of the
statements together with a period.
copy of the auditor's report * Submit the annual audited
on those statements. financial statements to

SLAASMB.



Company Law and regulation A oiReguators Audit requirements Publcation7Fling/Tining Company Law and regulation Accounting Audit requirements Pubitcatior/Filigffiming
framworlReulaorsframeworkIRlegulators

Insurance - Companies Act * Full SLFRS * Qualified auditors with an * Submit audited financial Remaining Companies Act No requirement to * Prepare alr
Companies * Insurance Industry Act * SLAASMB and audit license from CASL statements to IBSL companies follow SLFRS.

* Accounting and Auditing Insurance Board of within 6 months of close However, there is a audit licenseof financial year; and ~~requirement to prepare a Registered audtr h ttmnsadadtr
Standards Act Sri Lanka of financial year, and

quarterly financial that give a true and fair
statements within 45 view of (a) state of auditors.
days of end of quarter affairs of the company
for which formats have as at the balance sheetdate; and (b) the profitnobefldwtRgira
been prescribed. or loss or Income and
Submit the annual expenditure.
audited financial No regulator.
statements to
SLAASMB. Public corporations a Constitutional Provisions 0 Full IFIRS o Auditor Generai umtteana uie

SLAASMMB.*The Board publishesenaeinslof aAtofIcroain 9Gvnmtfnnil

each year a summary of goods and services a Finance Act No 38 of regulations
the accounts, balance 1971 (Part 11 of the Act " SLAAMB, COPE and
sheets, statements, relates to financial control MOF
abstracts, and otherof public corporations)
returns furnished to the a MOF guidelines
Board by insurance
companies.

Non-listed group * Companies Act * Full SLFRS if the entity * Qualified auditors with an Prepare an annual report
companies and * Accounting and Auditing has public audit license from CASL. (include the financial
other companies, Standards Act accountability or the statements and auditors
including option of using report) within 6 months
government-owne simplified SLFRS for after the balance sheet
d, meeting of anyl SMEs if there is no date of the company.
of 5 criteria: (a) public accountability Submit annual audited
yearly tumover * SLAASMB financial statements to

exedn LAM.Remaining 9 Constitutional Provisions @ SLPSAS *Auditor GenerliTbei Primn hexceedingSLA B.anaauiefnncl
LKR500 million, (b) No requirements for state-owned * Act of Incorporation 9 Government financial
shareholders public disclosure of enterprises 9 Finance Act No 38 of 1971 regulations
equity exceeding financial statements. 9 MOF guidelines 9 COPE and MOF
LKR100 million, (c) Financial statements need
gross assets not be filed with Registrar
exceeding of Companies.
LKR300 million, (d)
liabilities to banks
and other financial
institutions
exceeding
LKR100 million,
and (e) number of
employees
exceeding 1,000.(iangua
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Accounting Audit requirements PubicationFinglming 34 CASL has the largest student/member population with over ,000 students and 4,300 members Approximately 23
Company Law and regulation faeok/eulators Adtrqieet ulcto/iigTmn

percent of its members are non-resident and employed overseas. Approximately 10 percent of its members hold leading

Small and * Registered with * No requirement to * Qualified auditors with an Sole proprietorships and
medium-size Provincial/Local follow SLFRSs. There audit license from CASL. Or partnerships with turnover only 28 percent of CASL membership;" this narrows to 17 percent for fellow
enterprises Government authorities Is no legal requirement registered auditors who are of Rs.100 million or Rs.50 comparison to the average female labor force participation rate of 36.3 percent.T

to prepare and submit not professional auditors million in profits are
financial statements to can audit. required to submit audited
local authorities, financial statements in the
However all enterprises prescribed format to the
are required to file Inland Revenue before the Table 3.3: Numbers of Students and Members in Sri Lanka PAQs
annual returns with the 30th of November
Inland Revenue hence immediately succeeding
the need to prepare the end of the year of
audited financial assessment.
statements. CASL 44,007/a 4c30t ae

B. Professional Accountancy Organizations ICMA-SL 16,877anka5

33 The accountancy profession in Sri Lanka comprises 5 professional accountancy organizations: the Institute of Chartered AATSL 40,118 4,069
Accountants of Sri Lanka (CASL), the Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA), the Association of Accounting
Technicians of Sri Lanka (AATSL), the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants UK (CIMA), and the Association of CIMA-UK 15,727 3,163
Chartered Certified Accountants UK (ACCA). as summarised in Figure 3.3 below. CASL and ICMA have been incorporated

by Acts of Parliament, whereas AATSL is a subsidiary of CASL. The UK-based CIMA and ACCA have a significant presence ACCA-UK 790 264

in Sri Lanka. Each professional accountancy organization offers its own qualifications. CASL is a member of IFAC, and

AATSL, and ICMA are associate members. The two UK-based organizations are also IFAC members. Status of compliance a/ Out of 11 SAFA member bodies, CASL ranks number 4 on student numbers with the Institute of Chartered Accountants India, Institute of cost

of the local bodies with IFAC Statement of Member Obligation (SMO) is presented in Annex 2. Accountants India, and the Institute of Chartered Accountants Pakistan having more students.

Figure 3.3 Accountancy Profession in Sri Lanka b/CASL ranks number 5 among SAFA member bodies on member numbers with Institute of Chartered Accountants India, Institute of Cost Accountants

India, Institute of Chartered Accountants Pakistan, and the Institute of Cost and Management Accounat fPksa aigmr ebr

Global 0-35 The accounting profession plays a significant role in the developmentofSiLnashmnroucsTe

IASB Sri Lanka ~~~~~~~~professional accounting organizations have high enrollment rates, which collectieyece:nvriyerlmnso hiASBal state universities in the commerce and accounting streams. In 2011, 5,742 sLanka
Reporting SLAASMB gained admission to state universities in the country. In the same year, CASL en

Standard Setter) CBSL the enrollments in all the state universities. Approximately one-fifth of accountan
.1 (Bank and NBF1) UK-based accountancy qualifications, including CIMA and ACCA.

IFAC SEC & CSE
(Auditing, Ethics, Registrar CASL Other Local Accounting State &
Education, Public Companies Str Bodies Bodies Foreign
Sector Standard Setter for AATSL/ 1CMA Universities

Setter and apex body IBSL____
for PAOs) 17CASL website

18CASL Annual Report 2012.

27 fiLanka Labour Force Survey, Quaney Buletin, second quarter 2013. 28



36 CASL was established in 1959 by the Institute of Chartered Accountants Act No. 23 (1959) replicating the model of 40 CASI has strengthened links with global professional bodies and now has

the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales (ICAEW). CASL acts as both an examining body for and CPA Australia for mutual recognition of members. These have enab

certifying chartered accountant qualifications and the licensing authority for its members engaged in public auditing requirements while overseas and also integrate with the profession in the countr
practice. CASL comes under the Ministry of Co-operatives and Internal Trade. The CASL Council provides strategic as a de facto benchmarking process through the professional accountancy bodie

direction. CASL elects a President every two years together with 6 Council members who are also elected. The Minister of benchmarking of the syllabus.

Co-operatives and Internal Trade appoints 8 Council members. Additionally, the Auditor General and the Immediate Past
CASL President also serve as ex officio members of the Council. A Chief Executive is appointed and responsible for 4 TheoIntite of rered acc s o public sector

day-to-day management together with a CASL staff of 140. There are 37 thematic committees, which include statutory of Public Finance Accountants of Sri Lanka (APFASL) to implement professional
matters, operational support, events, task forces, and faculties. Members serve on committees on a voluntary basis.

37 The CASL Code of Ethics is comparable with the IESBA Code of Ethics, 2006 version. The CASL Code was updated joint qualification titled Chartered Public Finance Accountant. Still at an initial stai
toward the latter part of 2014 to align with the 2012 edition of the IESBA handbook while including additional safeguards, public sector financial management professionals in the country.

which are found in previous versions of the IESBA handbook but removed in the 2012 edition. Additional safeguards were 42 The Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA) Act No. 23 of

retained mainly in areas such as provision of other services, pricing, and unpaid fees to suit the local environment. The Certified Management Accountants as Sri Lanka's management acco

updated code goes into effect January 2015. There is an investigation and disciplinary process in place, although it is
unchanged since 2004. The Ethics Committee composition is now broader based, including an attorney-at-law, increasing anaent accounin tandrd th embes aspie play eadin rl ina
objectivity in the process although details of the cases are not published. During the period May 2012 to April 2013, 14 accountin pas iate y with aemphs n th,ub seafency in si pi
cases were handled, of which 8 cases were upheld and another 5 are pending. CASL has dismissed only one case during of SAFA and obtains technical assistance from CMA Canada. The governing bod
the period.' President, [ice President, and 3 elected IGMA members; the Governor of the C

38 CASL also manages a Business School, a Multi-Media English Language Center, and an IT training division in President of CASL or nominee; and the Head of the Department of Accountin E

addition to its technical, training, and examination divisions. CASL Business School offers two degrees launched in (USJ) or nominee. ICMA has applied for full IFAC membership; it is in compliance
2013, BSc in Applied Accounting (General) and BSc in Applied Accounting (Special), which are recognized under the Obligations having upgraded its syllabi to conform to IEASB standards, alignE
Universities Act No. 16 of 1978. The Business School offers an MBA, Master of Project Management, Postgraduate Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (2010), and published the regulatio

Diploma in Business and Finance, and an Executive Diploma in Business and Accounting with the University of Southern members.
Queensland, Australia. The Business School also partners with leading business schools of international repute such as

INSEADfulfill the need for technician-level accountants. Its Governing Council compfor1professionalse

39 CASL plays an active role in the global and regional integration of the profession. It is the only full member of IFAC of of the CASL. It has 40,118 students and 4,069 members (as at 2013) and attracts

all the professional accounting bodies incorporated in Sri Lanka. Four CASL members serve on the IAE Standards Board, It is an associate member of IFAC and CAPA. The MTSL members enjoy exemp
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, Professional Accountancy Organization Development Committee, CASL, ICMA, CIMA, and ACCA. And AATSL is used by many as a stepping-

and the IAE Standards Board Consultative Advisory Group. CASL also has full membership on the Confederation of Asia attractive to many students preparing for the advanced-level examinations as il

Pacific Accountants (CAPA), the largest regional body within the IFAC. The President of CAPA for 2014-16 is a former CASL and business studies.
President. CASL is also a founding member of the South Asia Federation of Accountants (SAFA) and is represented on the

SAFA Board and several committees. The current CASL President serves as the Vice President of SAFA for 2014 and will 44 t localtbanes fa a nd CM play ayolein tdeeopt o

serve as President in 2015. CASL also chairs the Committee on Accounting and Auditing Standards, Committee for these students are perceived by employers to be proficient in English. A significa
Improvement in Transparency, and the Committee on Accountability and Governance. CASL is also a member of the qualifying in Sri Lanka migrate overseas, and many students aspire to obt

Asia-Oceania Standard Setters Group. information in the public domain regarding student and member numbers. While

29 "aIFAC webst, SMO Status for CASL: hCsp:/PwwwAffaogorg/sitesndimauot/n m racompbdance-assCssment/PartSr/201312%2Stc%2OLanka%20oASL.pdfm



bodies are regulated in their respective countries by external regulators, Sri Lanka's approach to foreign professional

accountancy bodies has no regulation at the national level. This approach has proven to be successful to date since the
large talent pool of UK-based accountancy students and members educated and trained in the country have played a key Box 3.1: Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Finance and Accounting Ou
role in the growth of the finance and accounting outsourcing sector CIMA is recognized in the Accounting and Auditing

Standards Act with a seat on the Accounting Standards Committee and SLAASMB. A number of chief financial officers, The private sector, the Government of Sri Lanka, and the professional accountancy oi

chief executive officers, and directors of listed companies are members of CIMA. Many CIMA members also hold a vibrant Finance and Accounting Outsourcing Centre of Excellence within tho

concurrent membership of CASL. It is noteworthy that Sri Lanka has the largest number of accountancy students and accountancy-related services to overseas markets generating foreign currency at

graduates with the CIMA qualification outside the United Kingdom, which has been a key driver for the burgeoning business country. The Government has acknowledged the importance of this emerging ind

process outsourcing (BPO) industry in the country (see Box 3.1). better position the country as a recognized finance and accounting outsourcing des

C. Auditing Profession Sri Lanka's outsourcing has grown steadily with earnings estimated to be US$600 m

45 The Registrar of Companies registers auditors in accordance with the Companies Act 2007, which recognizes two companies employing over 65,000 staff. It has been ranked 20 in the 2013 Top

categories of auditors. The two categories are CASL members with practicing certificates, who are the only auditors US-based strategic advisory firm, Tholons. Sri Lanka has also been ranked 21 out of

permitted to audit specified business enterprises, and other registered auditors. Members of CASL who have practicing rankings of outsourcing destinations.

certificates are also required to register with the Registrar of Companies in order to practice as an auditor. The Companies The finance and accounting outsourcing sector emerged as a BPO subset due t

Act provides for regulating the qualifications, the procedure, and the fees payable for the registration of auditors but does certified accounting professionals supplemented by locally qualified accounting p
not include provisions for regulating the work of an auditor degree of technical capability. To meet the growing demands for talent by the finance utsourcing

to promote its growth, the Government engaged the professional accountancy organizations have colvaborated in a
tripartite coalition.

The finance and accounting outsourcing sector has an estimated 2,000 staff empIoed BOt keyustr en t augmes

the country's ability to compete effectively in global markets include the country's nvrce wign instrcture
development and relative ease of doing business.

The finance and accounting outsourcing industry has also contributed to the devtntog

employment, opportunities of learning, and growth. Employees engaged in high-eni okrqiefmlaiywt FS
knowledge of financial markets, analytical skills, proficiency in English, and MS Oficeiond The kilsry r oer 300

players in the BPO space have a presence in the market and have introduced wopl100 Otalen Destintiograms,
which have a positive impact on human resource development in the country.

BPO sector employers have approached CASL with the idea of introducing a BPO qu th ty s o ithernaioally

needs of the sector CASIL is collaborating with SLASSOOM, the apex body fofeBsectorswhodenratio
Communication and Technology Agency of Sri Lanka, the government agency supp
launch this qualification. This qualification will provide an alternative career path for an accountn pocinlsto
wish to work in the BPO sector providing a larger pool of talent for this sector to pronits rowth
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46 CASL is the only professional accountancy organization issuing practicing certificates to its members, and only its 48 The four largest international accounting firms audit 84 percent of the I

members are eligible to carry out audits of specific business enterprises. CASL renews certification annually, for which accountfor98 percent of the market capitalization as of December 31,2013M
the only requirements are payment of subscription fees and a self-declaration of CPD. Additionally, there is no separate of audits. Them are 20 mid-tier audit firms with 4 or more audit partners operatin

registration process for audit firms, although Approved Employer Certificates are issued to firms and not in the name of for the mid-tier audit firms to affiliate themselves with international mid-tier ac

individual partners. This creates ambiguity and may limit CASL's ability to hold firms accountable for compliance with capacity to comply with auditing standards and hence enabled them to improve

auditing standards. There is a need for upgrading the audit licensing procedures in line with SMO 1, Quality Assurance, that of the Central Bank has a list of 9 approved auditors whose selection is based

consequently will ensure that there is training on, and compliance with, Sri Lanka Standards on Quality Control (SLSQC) 1. and small firms. These approved auditors are eligible to conduct audits of b,
The CASL initiative to establish a voluntary audit quality assurance program since January 2014 is seen as a move toward leasing companies.

fully meeting the IFAC requirements. 49 The smaller firms operating in Sri Lanka have an emphasis on tax consultan

47 Registered auditors are not subject to the continuing membership requirements of CASL, which include mandatory Man smleris-1 threate irs 45 prte iman4s pac
continued professional development and compliance with the Sri Lanka Auditing Standards. The Registered Auditors

category includes officers of the Department of Inland Revenue, not below the rank of assessor; holders of the Higher prcures b 3tee aressignifican skis Adincenrai t

National Diploma in Accountancy; members of the Ceylon Audit Service, not below the rank of Superintendent of Audit;
members of the Ceylon Government Accountants Service, not below Class Ill; and a member of any other institute or comply with the requirements of the Sri Lanka Standard on Quality Control. CAL
society of accountants or secretaries approved by the Board of Registrar of Companies as per the Ceylon Government publication of an Audit Toolkit to support enhanced audit quality of the SMPs and

Gazette, September 4, 1964. The Gazette also requires Higher National Diploma in Accountancy holders and members of to comply with the updated accounting and auditing standards. The revised Audi

other accountancy or secretaries institutes to have 2 years continuous experience in the office of a public accountant. The programs that can be customized to further assist in adoption of more comp

Registrar of Companies has registered 569 individual registered auditors and 42 registered audit firms under this category; CASL is conducting a series of training sessions for SMPs on the use of the Too

there are 587 members of CASL with practicing certificates, indicating a significantly high proportion of auditors not subject Table 3.4: Number of Audit Firms in Sri Lanka
to quality control procedures. There is concern amongst SMPs that registered auditors are able to compete more effectively
due to the absence of oversight and the requirement to comply with the relatively rigorous standards set by CASL. Size/type of audit frm
Registered auditors are neither required to comply with the Code of Ethics and CPD requirements nor subject to the

investigation or disciplinary action of a professional accountancy organization or other similar regulator. Since private Sole Practitioner
companies, which are not specified business enterprises, account for over 96 percent of registered companies, the issue is
significant and has had negative impact on development of the SMPs. It is also a considerable barrier to enhancing audit 2 Partners

quality and full compliance with the International Standard on Quality Control (ISQC) 1. An example of how the situation was 3 Partners

handled in UK is shown in Box 3.2.

Box 3.2: Registered Auditors - UK Experience

Prior to 1989 it was possible for someone to be authorized individually as auditors by the Secretary of State when they

met certain criteria but were not members of one of the recognized bodies. Post 1989 Companies Act it was no longer c

possible to gain such individual authorization, but those who already held it were rgrandfatheredh into the Association
of Authorized Public Accountants (AAPA). All MPA members have been admitted either because they have individual many sapcio

audit authorization or because they have obtained a qualification from another body that is recognized for audit rozt,ant h

purposes in the UK. Later AAPA became a subsidiary of ACCA, but formally it retains a separate identity and
recognition.ol
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D. Education and Training 54 CASL has a rigorous IAESB standards-based education and training progra

50 Professional accountancy organizations in Sri Lanka offer their own education and training curriculum, which is tailored to in Ma 2014.gThe 201 ricuu isu th Ree l s ede, sC

meet their strategic needs. These strategic needs are in line with their market positioning, based largely on the skill gaps three progressively ascending levels of competency, which have been define
identified by countrywide diagnostic studies performed from time to time. (Figure 3.1).

51 The majority of students enroll in professional accountancy organizations immediately after completing their bec uine acountn
advanced-level, high school examinations. This practice is mainly due to capacity limitations of the state university @ The business level builds technical abilities while enhancing interpersonal com
system. For the 2011/2012 academic year, only about 20 percent of the students from all streams qualifying for university skills as required for a senior business accountant.
admission were absorbed." Historically, there was no independent university degree for accountancy until 1992 when the a The corporate level aims to produce a chartered accountant, a professional eq

University of Sri Jayawardenapura launched its bachelor's degree program in accountancy. Despite the 2004 ROSC A&A personality to become a corporate leader.

noting concerns regarding enrolled students' exposure to general aspects such as economics, management, finance, and Ethics are tested in the audit and assurance papers at all levels, and all
marketing, this practice of enrolling soon after completing advanced-level examinations is now in line with the International examinations are required to complete an online ethics module prior to applica

Educational Standards and leading practicing accountancy organizations internationally. It is also noteworthy that many recent developments in many curricula of professional accountancy organizatio
undergraduates enroll with professional accountancy organizations even prior to admission at universities for accountancy that are related to the level of competency attained and certified through its a

and non-related degrees since employers value the professional accountancy qualifications. This practice is being Business Accountant (CBA), Certified Senior Business Accountant (CSBA), a

encouraged by the Ministry of Higher Education to facilitate higher levels of employment for the graduates. curriculum has been benchmarked to the International Education Standards. CS
from ICAEW confirming that it meets fully the requirements set out in the standars

52 Professional accountancy courses are conducted by external providers. The UK-based qualifications (CIMA, ACCA)
accredit learning providers who meet specified criteria. However, local bodies do not have a system of accrediting the Figure 34. Cuniculum Pillars with Levels of Competency
learning providers. This handicap is likely to result in poor quality teaching and does not allow the student to discern the

quality of offerings, ultimately with negative impact on students' performance. With a view to implementing a system of
accreditation, CASL, AATSL, and ICMA have commenced registration of learning providers. Additionally, many of the Financial Management Taxation Assfance Management & Communicati

learning providers are based in Colombo and the suburbs and have a negligible presence in provinces outside the Western
& Reporting Finance Issues Skills &Sytm

Province, which limits access for prospective students in rural areas.

53 The UK-based qualifications typically utilize computer-based assessment techniques at the first stage of
examinations. This stage is conducted by learning providers who are accredited for examinations separately on computer

libraries and network administration. CASL has commenced computer-based examinations for the Certified Accountant in

Business English. There will be at least two UK-based accounting bodies in the country (i.e., CIMA and ACCA) that will have

all their examinations via computer-based assessment by 2015. Given that IT skills are highly valued by employers, the local

professional bodies may need to consider including higher levels of computer-based assessments in their curriculum.

* Tepective levcpovnides the fnaEntalcs of Auccntin an&anse hklsadprfsinlvleeddt

Pecm asilsunsc n

*aeTheh2 ebusinss level butistehnic railitie tosse enhanighit Communicati onskillsgandrproblem resolution

skilsasrqired fo ateior busnes ac ctant aemet.
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55 In line with IES 5, practical training is a prerequisite for full CASL membership and commences on completion of a introduce various new GPO activities to enable members to obtain GPO hours o

tri-partite agreement between CASL, the student, and the approved employer. Prior to obtaining full CASL strengthen the GPO monitoring process with new guidelines and a database of G

membership, a candidate is required to have a three-year minimum of practical training experience at a CASL-approved has been also taken initiatives to introduce a new entry program to the Qualifica

employer under the supervision of a CASL member. A student must have at least one year's training in order to sit for the

corporate-level papers and must complete the remaining two years during or after the corporate-level examinations. These 59ATLrese ts slu s evr 5ryeas,oan evision o te slas f 0 a t i dE

organizations cover both audit and non-audit sectors. Only students who completed their final two years of training in an university degree program. However, to qualify as an accounting technician it is
approved audit firm are eligible to apply for a practicing certificate to practice as an auditor. Employers who wish to

participate in the CASL-approved employer scheme are required to submit a self-declaration regarding the opportunities OrdnayLel exmat i suiient In re tonalignth teqSMOe2,nt uric

provided for trainees in the firm. However, there is no monitoring of approved employers either before or after issuance of strehen tmativalnt the minimuenty requiremefosd
the approved employer certificates to verify the declarations made and evaluate the sufficiency of arrangements for training. completes the examinations. Those students who have undergone Practical Trair

56 Continuing professional development is mandatory for all CASL members. Members must provide an annual record book. Such training is valid for fulfilling the practical training requirements
self-declaration at the time of renewing their membership. CASL provides many opportunities for members to comply with required for membership of MTSL is 2 years. MTSL has developed a comprehe

the CPD requirements through workshops, seminars, conferences, and post-graduate courses conducted by the Business has been operating since 2009 and revised in 2011. The CPD scheme is ma

School. However, there is no monitoring mechanism as required by (a) the IES 7, Continuing Professional Development, A membership level, employed in any sector. For verification of GPO activities
Lifelong and Continuing Development of Professional Competence and (b) SMO 2, Compliance with IES. Requirements are currently tied to membership levels and not aligned with SMO

57 Employers require accountants to be proficient in English and to have soft skills in addition to technical knowledge. 60 The Ministry of Higher Education has developed a National Qualification F
As the majority of advanced-level students study in the local Sinhala and Tamil, many are poorly prepared or lack National Qualification Framework integrates the National Vocational Qualificatior

confidence to study accountancy in English. Many also lack the soft skills required by employers. Consequently, CASL Vocational Education Commission under the Ministry of Youth Affairs and S
conducts Business English courses at various levels, from post-advanced level to post-qualification level through its Vocational Qualification Framework has commenced mapping the professional
Multi-Media English Language Centre. Additionally, CASL graduates have to satisfy the oral practical requirements for the ability to map the entire qualification offered by CASL, CIMA, and ACCA. Th
communication and presentation skills, which are assessed by a member panel. The CASL syllabus allows students to sit

the executive-level examinations in Sinhala and Tamil as per the Act of Incorporation, but the business- and corporate-level
papers are only available in English. It is noted that over 85 percent of students who enroll sit for the initial examinations in quliits incluing o M ile ap u tiacmwc sh
either Sinhala or Tamil, and the new syllabus has addressed this issue by incorporating the International Certificate in

Financial English to provide an internationally recognized learning and assessment process.' The new syllabus also 61 Local professional accountancy organizations provide relatively low-cost
incorporates Microsoft Certification for Microsoft Office at the executive level. play a vital role in the country's employment and socio-economic advancen

58 ICMA revised its curriculum in 2012 to comply with IES. Subsequent to a rigorous review by a taskforce representing all ensure that the qualifications offered remain relevant to employers and that stud
the relevant stakeholders under the guidance of the Education and Training Committee that studied the requirements of education to facilitate their progression through the qualification in line with their

SMO 2, IESs, and other IAESB guidelines, gaps between the existing practices and such guidelines were identified. Four ensure that high-quality, printed learning materials are provided and that thes

skill course units were introduced-Business English 1 and II, Information Technology Applications, and Professional mobile-based study aids in line with the practice of other well-developed profess

Communication-with an aim to develop professional skills and general education in the new syllabus. Corporate country has achieved 100 percent mobile penetration and computer penetration

Governance and Ethics were given a significant weight in the new curriculum. ICMA has introduced a new Practical capacity to facilitate equal access to high-quality learning experiences, irre

Experience Requirement for trainees based on IES 5, which includes requirements to fulfill a range of technical, business, students.

interpersonal and communication skills as well as personal skills. This new scheme is currently in practice. CPD has been
introduced for members in line with IES 7 and is currently assessed on a self-assessment basis. ICMA continues to 24 sFAC website compliance responses and action plans- htp:/rcs wiwfac.gsitesdefuttleslAmpliance-

as eenalstae initiativesOS6 ontrduCeMane%etr0pogamtooheQuliictin.

international Certificate in Financial Englishris part of the University of Cambdidge, UKt hFAC w ebsnte compliance responses and action plans- eittpdawwwtdac.org/ses/deaultleas/Comp siance-assessm n oar ta tf



62 University education in accounting has become more focused on the practical application of accounting and 67 CASI has issued additional guidance to facilitate uniform and consisten

auditing standards since the previous 2004 ROSC A&A, with many courses requiring mandatory internships, capability of CASL has been increased as recommended in the 2004 ROSC

although the periods of internship vary. The USJ-offered BSc accounting degree program requires undergraduates to Accounting Standards Committee. This has enabled the Accounting Standarc

complete a two-year practical training program in selected organizations during the third and fourth years of study. Many Property, Plant, and Equipment, and Biological Assets Guideline and the Reinsta

universities are aligning their syllabi to meet employer requirements and those of professional accountancy organizations in to ensure uniform application of SLFRS. The two guidance notes have not result

order to facilitate favorable graduate entry routes to professional qualifications. University degrees are assessed by The Accounting Standards Committee has published a separate SLFRS for
professional accounting organizations to award exemptions based on common curriculum areas that are taught and

assessed. The progress made by universities in obtaining exemptions has been remarkable. For example, the exemptions financial reporting processes." Some SMEs consider the limitations of this stand

from ACCA for the leading Sri Lankan universities are on par or surpass exemptions given to universities in the United

Kingdom. Many universities teach ethics as a separate subject in the curriculum as recommended in the 2004 ROSC. propery pn and equiMt, b ese to pose limitatin inanca l w

E. Setting Accounting Standards and a committee has been appointed for this purpose.

63 The CASL is the promulgator of accounting standards as set out in the Accounting and Auditing Standards Act No.15 of 69 Guided by SMO 5 that sets the requirements of an IFAC member body to rt ceo

1995. The same Act established an Accounting Standards Committee to assist and make recommendations to CASL. CASL Accounting Standards (IPSAS) and other pronouncements of IPSAS Board, aS ie en i

is required to publish the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards and any related amendments in the Gazette for public notification. Sector Accounting Standards (SLPSAS) jointly with the MOE These are

All specified business enterprises as defined in the Accounting and Auditing Standards Act are required to prepare their corresponding IPSAS version contained in the IPSAS-bound volume of 2009. St
financial statements in accordance with the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards. Sri Lanka Accounting Standards are require the public sector to comply with SLPSASs. However, in line with currer iis i e the i f

commonly referred to as SLFRS for those corresponding to IFRS, and LKAS for those standards corresponding to AS. general purpose financial reporting of public sector entities, Public Sector ACCout S RS r s oily

64 The Sri Lankan Accounting Standards are compliant with the bound volume of IFRS 2013, effective January 1,2014. and the MO The MOF has granted its concurrence to make amendments to Sriana ti ad t aa

Since the announcement in 2009 of the conversion to SLFRS from Sri Lanka Accounting Standards for financial periods Act, no. 15 of 1995 to bring the public sector accounting standard seting under al

commencing after January 2012, CASL spearheaded awareness and training efforts. These efforts were supplemented by and the MOF have appointed a Public Sector Accounting Standards Committe

E.StigAcutn tnadnmiee rommite MOE hee aPuicntedfor Aco untigStadrse.itedeemnsteproitzto o d i

all other professional accountancy organizations operating in the country to ensure that their members were sufficiently

competent in the application of the standards. IPSAS and ensures that due process is followed, including appointing a subco

release of localized exposure draft and public seminars for obtaining stakeholder ferlbacmndeteiChSGzttuocpbiantfcaen
65 The Accounting Standards Committee follows a due process in endorsing and adopting International Accounting the recommended standards and publishes the same together with the MOF t

Standards. The review of a particular IAS/IFRS is completed by a select group of experts from the Accounting Standards public sector entities for compliance. The Public Sector Accounting Standa

Committee The first (exposure) draft of the standard is issued for comments to different stakeholders. The standard-selling standards for localizing and issuing in 2014. The Committee's progress is Ilimited(u olc frsure,adteeaen
committees also organize roundtables for selected key stakeholders from the relevant industry to comment on the draft tangible plans for adoption of IPSAS in its entirety by a defined date.

standards. With feedback from stakeholders, the relevant standard-setting committees again review the final draft before

submission to the CASL Council. Upon approval for adoption by the CASL Council, the standard is published in the

Government Gazette. Generally, the CASL Council cannot reject a standard once the standard-setting committees 70 CASL is the promulgator of auditing standards as set out in the Accounting and

recommend it; however, the Council can ask for necessary clarification while deciding on adopting the standard. same Act established a Sri Lanka Auditing Standards Committee to assist and

66 CASL has adopted all IASB-issued IFRIC and SIC pronouncements. Further, the CASL has sole authority to issue required to publish the Auditing Standards and any related amendments in the

addenda on any requirement stipulated under IFRIC and SIC. Sri Lanka Accounting Standards also comprise CASL-issued All specified business enterprises as defined in the Accounting and Auditing

Statements of Recommended Practices, Statements of Alternate Treatmente and Financial Reporting Guidelines, financial statements audited in accordance with the Sri Lanka Auditing Standard

sBoolet fr SLFRS for SMEs, section 1 defines an entity to have public accountability if (1) its debt or equity instrume
26statements of Recommended Practices have been issued for not-for-pmfit organizations and for merger accounting for common control combinations. Statements of Altemate such instruments for trading in a public market; and (2) it holds assets in a fiduciary capacity fora broad group of outsi
reatment have been issued for right to use of Aand on lease. for banks, credit unions, insurance companies, secunties brokerldealers, mutual funds and investment banks. 4C



71 The Sri Lanka Auditing Standards effective for 2014 are based on the IAASB-issued International Standards on 75 The main focus of financial statement reviews is on recognition, measur

Auditing (ISA) as published in the IFAC-bound volume in 2009 where the same text as in the ISA is used. The 2009 disclosures. Observations are published on the website in the annual report of

bound volume has a few differences with the 2013 bound volume;" CASL plans to rectify any differences when the new set financial statements and raise issues, and then submit the issues to technical n

of Sri Lanka Auditing Standards are issued in November 2014 with an effective date of January 2015 for ISA 610 and 315. issues, these are discussed at the technical committee to determine the required

As a result, compliance with the Sri Lanka Auditing Standards ensures compliance in all material respects with the ISA since technical manager If the specified business entities do not comply and there ai

there are only a few deviations between Sri Lanka Auditing Standards and ISA. CASL has conducted awareness and the mailers are then escalated to the Directors of SLAASMB for further directi

training programs to ensure that their practicing members were sufficiently competent in the application of the standards. detailed disclosure-checklist approach that was found to be ineffective, now fol
rigorous staff training, application of judgment, and the review procedure described

72 The Auditing Standards Committee follows a due process in the endorsement and adoption of international The SLAAMB operates under the purview of the MOE SLAASMB is fully depen
standards. The standards have not been localized. The review of particular ISA is completed by a select group of experts public officers and hence fall within the salary structures set by the Manag
from the Auditing Standards Committee. The first (exposure) draft of the standard is issued for comments to different Additionally the Management Services Department has the authority to manag

stakeholders. The standard-setting committees also organize roundtables for selected key stakeholders to comment on the

draft standards. With the feedback from stakeholders, the relevant standard-setting committees again review the final draft consultants; however, a more long-term sustainable solution to funding and

before submission to the CASL Council. Upon approval for adoption by the CASL Council, the standard is published in the demands. In the early years of SLAASMB, it was recommended that it be finan

Government Gazette. by an imposed levy on companies that came under the purview of SLAASMB.

G. Monitoring, Compliance, and Enforcement funded by a levy from 2008 onwards, but this decision was later reversed.

73 The Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Act requires and empowers SLAASMB to conduct reviews of financial statements 77 As a step toward meeting IFAC SMO 1 that requires performance of auditor

of specified business enterprises to determine whether they have been prepared in accordance with the Sri Lanka voluntary Audit Quality Assurance Program effective January 1,2014. Under

Accounting Standards and whether the financial statements have been audited in accordance with the Sri Lanka Auditing quality assurance reviews of its members who perform audits, reviews, a

Standards. The Act hence provides SLAASMB with the authority to carry out audit reviews at engagement level. SLAASMB engagements of financial statements. CASL engaged consultancy services frome
international standards and have conducted awareness workshops and developedafaeokfrteporm ult

carries out its functions by reviewing financial statements received, reviewing audits by inspecting audit files and examining Assurance Board and a Quality Assurance Panel have been appointed and

audit reports, conducting investigations on failure to comply with standards, and taking appropriate action with regard to high-level, independent Audit Quality Assurance Board set up by CASL co

deviations from standards by specified business enterprises and its auditors. agencies, including the Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka, Cen

74 SLAASMB has increased its technical capacity from 5 technical staff and a total of 9 employees in 2004 to 14 Sri Lanka, SLAASMB, the Auditor General, and independent members. The

technical staff and a total of 19 employees in 2014, supplemented by 15 registered outsourced staff. SLAASMB independently of the CASL Council. CASL has launched a communication cam

increased the coverage of reviews conducted in 2013 to 751 entities out of a total 1,313 specified business enterprises in the Audit Quality Assurance Program and SLSQC 1. Over 50 firms have been

comparison to the 295 entities covered in 2012, achieving coverage of over 50 percent for 2013. It has undertaken to carry

out almost 100 percent coverage for the period July 2013 to June 2014.

78 The Securities and Exchange Commission is empowered to conduct invesigtosfpulcitecmansad
review the financial statements of these entities. All listed companies arereuedtsbmtothComoSoc

"ISA 610 (Revised), Using the brk of Internal Auditors, reflects recent developments in the internal auditing environment; provides a more comprehensive framework for the
evaluation; and, where appropriate, uses the work of the internal audit function and includes a provision for allowing internal auditors to perform audit procedures under ft direct reviews 50 percent of the listed companies annually in a 2-year cycle and ha
supervision of the external auditor if not prohibited by local law or regulation (direct assistance).

ISA 315 (Revise), identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement through Understanding the Entity and its Environment The amendments make clear that information
obtained from the auditors inquiries of the internal audit function and the understanding obtained of the role the internal audit function plays in the entity's monitoring of internal contrl between them. Additionally the Security and Exchange Commission reviews inte
over financial reporting may provide relevance to the auditor's identification and assessment of the risks of material misstatement.
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covering at least 25 percent for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarters and 100 percent coverage of the 4th quarter. The reviews 81 The Colombo Stock Exchange has built capacity with 4 staff who are members of recognized professional
focus on compliance with CSE Listing Rules, Sri Lanka Accounting Standards, relevant provisions of the Companies Act, accounting bodies and 1 part-qualified member supporting review activities. Monitoring and enforcement has

audit reports, and other governance-related information. Findings are communicated to companies, with severe cases increased consequently, and violations of CSE Listing Rules receive action by the Colombo Stock Exchange in accordance
being discussed with the relevant boards of directors. Of the companies reviewed, the Security and Exchange Commission with the Listing Rules by transfer to the Default Board or referral to the Security and Exchange Commission. Companies are

communicated with 62 companies on their findings. The Security and Exchange Commission continues to refer cases of transferred to a Default Board from the Main Board or the Dir Savi Board due to non-submission of annual reports on due
non-compliance with accounting standards to SLAASMB where there is a need for further investigation in accordance with dates, non-submission of interim financial statements on due dates, and non-payment of annual listing fees for the relevant

the memorandum of understanding. Since the 2004 ROSC A&A, the Security and Exchange Commission has referred two year. Companies that are on the Default Board for more than 3 months are referred to the Security and Exchange
cases to SLAASMB for investigation, which has resulted in litigation against the company. These cases have progressed Commission for necessary action. The company will be transferred back to the Main Board or the Din Savi Board as

through the legal system but are pending a final outcome. applicable only after the company complies in full with the CSE Listing Rules.

79 The Colombo Stock Exchange also reviews financial statements to ensure compliance with the disclosure 82 Having increased its capacity, the CBSL Bank Supervision Department has 40 professionally and academically

requirements of Sri Lanka Accounting Standards, CSE Listing Rules, and relevant provisions of Companies Act qualified staff covering accounting, finance, engineering, management, commerce, information technology, law,

requirements. As stated above, the financial statements included in the Annual Reports of companies are reviewed to and economics. The Department receives financial statements on a monthly basis and reviews the quarterly and annual
obtain 100 percent coverage together with the Security and Exchange Commission, with Colombo Stock Exchange audited financial statements to ensure compliance with banking regulations periodically and on continuous basis. The
reviewing 50 percent. Quarterly financial statements are reviewed with 50 percent coverage for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Department has issued a comprehensive format for presentation of financial statements, which is a regulation that ensures

quarters while the 4th quarter is covered fully. Enforcement action is taken on instances of non-compliance with CSE Listing compliance with SLFRS. The Central Bank has a monthly forum for chief executives; issues arising from reviews are

Rules by the Colombo Stock Exchange, and the Security and Exchange Commission also has the power to take action as discussed with the company and the auditor when necessary. The regulator and the auditors also meet regularly, and

it amounts to a violation of the SEC Act. Any non-compliance is communicated to the company in writing, and clarification auditors perform a whistle-blowing function as well. Many issues are resolved in this manner to ensure that the financial

is sought where necessary. Depending on the issues the company faces, deadlines will be imposed on such companies to statements published fairly represent the performance and financial position of the banks. Although the Central Bank has

ensure strict compliance. If continuous non-compliances are noted, officials of such relevant companies are called for the power to take action against the bank and/or the auditor, no sanctions have been imposed during the past three years.

one-on-one discussions in order to identify reasons for such continuous non-compliances. During 2014 the Colombo Stock 83 The CBSL Non-Banking Financial Institutions Supervision Department has also strengthened its monitoring
Exchange reviewed 93 annual reports and has communicated non-compliances to 54 companies. Further, during the year function. Its current staffing capacity has 45 officers and another 17 non-staff officers. All staff officers hold bachelor's
169 observation letters were sent to companies highlighting non-compliances identified at the review of interim financial degrees, and most are members of professional bodies such as CASL, CIMA, ICMA, Institute of Bankers of Sri Lanka, and
statements. Additionally, delayed submissions of financial statements by listed companies are published in the CSE daily Sri Lanka Bar Association. In addition, the officers are continually trained through participation in local programs at the
publication. The Colombo Stock Exchange also refers cases of significant non-compliance with accounting standards to CBSL Center for Banking Studies, other seminars and conferences, and foreign training programs. It monitors the
SLAASMB. non-banking financial institutions using both off-site and on-site supervision. The off-site supervisors of the Department

80 The Security and Exchange Commission has built up capacity with 20 professional accountants who are members analyze and report on the data submitted by licensed finance companies and specialized leasing companies through the

of CASL, CIMA, ACCA, CMA, or AATSL. The SEC Corporate Affairs Division, which is in charge of reviewing financials, has CBSL Financial Information System. The required data and relevant formats are provided in the Directions issued to finance

6 qualified accounting professionals. The Security and Exchange Commission continues to increase capacity and efficiency companies and leasing finance companies. There are weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual returns to be submitted as per
where necessary. Consequently, there have been several actions filed by the Security and Exchange Commission under the Directions. Based on this information, an off-site report is generated that analyzes the capital, asset quality,
section 51 of the SEC Act for contravention of laws and rules where listed companies have been criminally prosecuted. management, earnings, and liquidity position of each licensed finance company and specialized leasing company Any

However, there is a need to expose staff to regional and international jurisdictions and developments in capital market necessary corrective actions are taken based on the reports. In addition, the off-site supervisors monitor on an ongoing

regulation and early warning systems and to increase inter-jurisdictional collaboration. Money laundering is a concern for basis the licensed finance and specialized leasing companies for violations of any of the relevant laws or regulations.

frontier markets, and the Security and Exchange Commission is collaborating with the Financial Investigations Unit of the Officers of the Department visit the licensed finance companies and specialized leasing companies annually for on-site
Criminal Investigation Department on such cases. The Security and Exchange Commission has conducted a session for supervision and to conduct on-site examinations. Earlier the examination cycle was bi-annual, but now reduced to an
officials of the Criminal Investigation Department. There is a growing trend in this area in other jurisdictions, and the Security annual cycle. The examination encompasses a thorough analysis of systems, controls, human resource management, and
and Exchange Commission is keen to keep the problem at bay. The Security and Exchange Commission has been functioning of internal and external auditors. In particular, the examination assesses whether the company complies with
mandated to issue clearance for any foreign investment entity that invests in a strategic capacity. The Security and the relevant laws and regulations in relation to accounting, auditing, and reporting. At the end of each examination the
Exchange Commission communicates and co-ordinates with other jurisdictions to ascertain the legitimacy of the source of company is required to submit details of the corrective action to be taken to correct any non-compliances, and an on-site
funds prior to giving approval. report is submitted to the Monetary Board with the corrective action.



84 The ROSC review team observed that some regulators do not report to CASL for investigation and disciplinary
action of those accountants and auditors who do not comply with the Accounting Standards and Auditing I-\1\kccounting Standards as Desgned an
Standards. Without such reports, CASL has little grounds for investigations and appropriate disciplinary actions, thus I

weakening the enforcement mechanism.

85 State-owned enterprises play a strategic role in the national economy.' Their vast asset base of almost 43 percent of

the GDP is larger than the market capitalization of all the listed companies in the Colombo Stock Exchange. Ten large
state-owned business enterprises,- which are engaged in activities in the fields of ports, aviation, water, electricity, and

petroleum, account for 95 percent of the asset base of the 55 current operational state-owned business enterprises. The

elimination of prevailing losses made by some of the 55 enterprises could alone bring about an economic turnaround;
concerted efforts toward transforming the 55 enterprises to support the overall economic transformation toward a

middle-income country over the medium term is essential. As per the Annual Report for 2012 of the MOF, most of the

state-owned business enterprises have demonstrated improvements in terms of governance and business modeling,

following the recommendations of the Committee on Public Enterprises (COPE) and increased monitoring and

supervision by the Treasury. The Department of Public Enterprises of the MOF oversees all state-owned enterprises with

a special focus on commercial public enterprises. Oversight and monitoring of fiscal risks take place by way of the
quarterly and annual financial report reviews and participation at board meetings. A review of the Annual Report for 2012

of the MOF reveals that 36 of the 55 state-owned business enterprises had not submitted annual reports by March 31,

2012, for the financial year ending December 31, 2011. A review of the most recent reports submitted to the Department
of Public Enterprise indicated continuity in this trend. Thirty-seven state-owned business enterprises had not submitted

annual reports for financial year ending December 2013 while 31 had not submitted audited accounts for the same

period. The SOE with the largest turnover and losses had not submitted audited accounts for the last two financial years.

The delay in generating and submitting the quarterly report is another challenge with SOEs. It was also observed that a

significant number of public sector entities had not submitted theirfinancial statements for SLAASMB review. Thirty-eight

SOEs, along with 12 listed companies, had not submitted their financial statements (for year ending December 31, 2012
or year ending March 31, 2013, depending on the year end of the respective entity) for SLAASMB review at the time of

data collection. There is clearly room for improvement in the area of financial reporting with an aim for (a) better and

informed management decision-making, (b) oversight and governance of state-owned enterprises, (c) making
information more transparent to the public.

86 There have been improvements in the corporate financial reporting practices in Sri Lanka with the strengthening of
monitoring, supervision, and enforcement mechanisms. However, there still exists evidence of compliance gaps as

2Guidelines issued by Department of Public Enterprises state 'State-Owned Enterpnse means any public Corporation, Board or other body which was or is established under any observed by regulators and during the review of financial statements carried out by World Bank. The financial statements
written law, including Companies Act, where the Government has the controlling interest" SOEs comprise the following (a) Commercial corporations; (b) Government-owned reviewed were those in the first year of compliance with SLFRS aligned to I FRS; therefore the gaps are likely to decrease as
companies; (c) Statutory boards, and (d) Subsidiaries of (a), (b) and (c).
JoState-owned business enterprises are a segment within SOEs. Most state-owned business enterprises compete with the private sector except those in petroleum (refinery), power preparers of financial statements gain more familiarity with the accounting standards.

45 wate, lotteries, Aviation (Airport) and minerals. 
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87 SLAASMB reviews have identified that, during 2013, 45 percent of the specified business enterprises reviewed *Taxation. Some companies failed to disclose the amount of deductible ter

were fully compliant with the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards and were issued Letters of Comfort. Letters of and unused tax credits for which no deferred tax is recognized. Further, co

Assistance were issued to 54 percent of the reviewed specified business enterprises where identified non-compliance assets or liabilities recognized for each type of temporary difference.

with Sri Lanka Accounting Standards was material but not significant as to require the use of statutory provisions. oAccounting for leases. Lease and sub-lease payments recognized as an e

SLAASMB obtained undertakings from 4 specified business enterprises where significant deviations from the relevant disclosed in some companies' annual reports.

requirements of Sri Lanka Accounting Standards significantly altered the financial position and the financial performance eRisk exposure. Most of the companies did not disclose the risk disclosure

presented in the financial statements submitted for review. Significant deviations had decreased from 8 in 2012 to 4 in analysis) as required by SLFRS 7.

2013, indicating a greater degree of compliance, which SLAASMB confirms. It is also significant that 2013 was the first *First reporting on SLFRS. Some companies failed to provide at least three

year of compliance with the SLFRS in line with IFRS. A majority of the significant deviations, noted in the 2012 SLAASMB the entity's first SLFRS financial statements.

review, arose from public corporations as 67 percent of resulting corrections were from 2 public corporations. The review

also revealed that some state-owned business enterprises have a qualified audit opinion in their audited financial 0 Recognition. Some issues observed related to recognition in accordance

statements. listed below:

88 The World Bank ROSC team reviewed 25 sets of financial statements of major publicly traded companies, *lnventory valuation. Some instances have been noted where the accounti

including 4 banks, 3 insurance companies, 4 large commercial SOEs, and a few SMEs. This was complemented by the accounting standards, including failure to state inventories at the lowe

interviews with experienced corporate accountants, practicing auditors, academics, and regulators. While some financial *Property Plant, and Equipment. In some cases the depreciation method

statements had very high degrees of compliance, there were several instances of accounting policies and disclosures future economic benefits are to be consumed by the entity

that did not fully comply with Sri Lanka Accounting Standards. Major non-compliances in the financial statements *Investment propery There were instances of failure to recognize assets h

included the following examples: failure to recognize a decline in the fair value of the investment property wt
as the accounting policy.

g Disclosures. Companies avoid/omit certain disclosure requirements of Sri Lanka Accounting Standards and Listing *Consolidated financial statements. Instances were noted of failure to prer

Rules. While some are minor, they are nevertheless insufficient for satisfactory compliance with SLFRS, as follows: failure to include subsidiaries in to the consolidated financial statements,

*Segmental reporting. Some companies have not disclosed depreciation and amortization, material non-cash items investment in subsidiaries in the separate financial statements.

other than depreciation and amortization, the amounts of additions to non-current assets other than financial 89 The dearth of qualified valuation experts and actuaries in the countn

instruments, deferred tax assets, and post-employment benefit assets as required under SLFRS 8 on Operating professions has become an issue of some urgency with the adoption of S
Segments. Sget.fair value, requiring more robust and rigorous valuation of tangible and intanil.sesadlablte.Rgltr

*Related party transactions. Many companies did not disclose the category-wise breakdown for key management

compensation as required under LKAS 24. Other deviations include failure to disclose information relating to the

nature of the related party relationships as well as information about transactions with related parties and a failure by third parties are reliable. Auditors and preparers of financial statements

to provide for doubtful debts from related parties. This is an area of concern for all regulators and had the highest assessing and evaluating the various valuation reports used as the basis for v

number of deviations. Bank has issued Directions have been issued to all licensed banks on Regulato

*Property, plant, and equipment. Most of the companies failed to disclose, under the accounting policies, when the Property after consulting with the External Auditors and the Institute of Valuers

depreciation of property, plant, and equipment begins and ceases. Details relating to revaluation and the carrying not part of the professional education or training.

amount of fully depreciated assets have not been disclosed.

*Employee benefits. Most of the companies failed to disclose the accounting policy for recognizing actuarial gain or

loss with regard to the employee benefit plan as per LKAS 19. The category-wise breakdown of the expense

recognized in the income statement has not been disclosed.
47 
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V. Auditng Standards as Desgned and Rractced

90 To assess actual auditing practices, the ROSC team interviewed practicing auditors and senior leaders of the auditing
profession and regulators. Facilitated discussions were conducted with partners representing large- and medium-size

audit firms. The findings published in the SLAASMB reports were also reviewed together with cross-cutting issues ansmg

from the CASL audit quality assurance reviews to determine areas of concern.

91 Auditors of firms associated with an international accounting firm networks follow auditing standards in

compliance with institutionalized procedures. There is a low level of compliance with auditing standards by SMPs due
to their limited technical capacity. Smaller audit firms find it difficult to bear adequately the cost of implementing auditing

standards due to competitive pricing from registered auditors who are not required by the Companies Act to comply with

the Sri Lanka Auditing Standards. Additionally, sole practitioners face significant challenges to comply with SLSQC 1
requirements.

92 SLAASMB reviewed 50 audits carried out by 39 practicing chartered accountants in 2013. Deficiencies not requiring

re-statement of financial statements were observed in 43 audits conducted by 37 firms, and areas that required

improvement were communicated to the relevant audit firms. SLAASMB covers all audit firms that audit specified
business enterprises in a 5-year cycle, and the coverage of firms was increased in 2013 in accordance with this policy.

Consequently, in 2013 the number of deficiencies increased as a result of some firms being reviewed for the first time.

93 The ROSC review identified the areas of concern with regard to audit. These areas include the following: (a) obtaining
appropriate audit evidence from substantive procedures and from tests of controls to support financial statement

assertions and evidence on the basis of selecting samples; (b) maintaining documentation to support the audit opinion;

(c) establishing the materiality level for purpose of determining the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures and

evaluation of the effect of misstatements, assessment of control risk, quality control policies and procedures, application

of analytical procedures, and compliance of audits in accordance with Sri Lanka Auditing Standards; and (d) preparing

audit plans.
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V I. Emerging rends

94Progressive corporations have embraced both Sustainability Reporting and Itgae eotn nln ihgoa

~.494

developments on a voluntary basis since these are not mandated in Sri Lanka.Thscoprtnshaledhewyav

implemented policies, governance structures, and monitoring mechanisms to copywtthG31uiensisedb

the Global Reporting Initiative, and a small but significant number provide assurneotheea el

95 Integrated reporting was embraced even before the issue of the InratdRprigFaeokblh
International Integrated Reporting Council, with one corporation joining teitrainlpltporm eea

companies that prepare integrated reporting in Sri Lanka have won awards at thI ot saFdraino conat

Annual Report Awards competition, which demonstrates that the reports are of

the CASIL-conducted Annual Report Awards, now in its 49th year, inspires manyrpoain orahhgetnad

each year. The Sustainability Reporting Awards conducted by ACCA also servesti e ihsadadfrssanblt

reporting in the country. These awards programs promote awareness, identify isse,adpoiegidlnsadtann

opportunities. Through the combination of resources generated from theawrspoam,rerrsffincl

statements have significant resources available to support high standards of finacar eotn.Hwvr lhuhsm

of the corporations are leading the way, there are others that do not progress at ti ae edn osgiiatvrain

in financial reporting even among the publicly listed companies.
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V I I .Perceptons

.1..

7A

Regulators perceive that financial reporting and compliance with Sri Lanka Accounting Standards have improved

significantly during the period since the 2004 ROSC A&A. Contributing factors include the strengthening of regulators'

capacity, monitoring processes and actions, and the awareness raising and training conducted by CASL and other
professional accountancy organizations in preparation for conversion to SLFRS.

Although regulators perceive improvements in the audit of public interest entities, there is still a significant
disparity in compliance with auditing standards. Large corporations perceive the value of audit, but SMPs have been

unable to progress in this area and therefore are unable to increase audit fees to cover the costs of compliance with
current auditing standards. Providers of capital and intermediaries perceive SMP audits to be of poor quality, and the

review findings only serve to corroborate this view. Consequently, providers of capital are skeptical about audits carried

out by SMPs and therefore would prefer that larger firms expand their networks to ensure that institutionalized policies,
procedures, and processes are made available in provinces.

98 Providers of capital and the Department of Inland Revenue perceive financial reporting by SMEs to be unreliable.
SMEs are perceived to lack capacity and to be unwilling to pay income and value-added taxes. Providers of capital

routinely reconstruct financial statements based on cash flows into bank accounts in order to estimate the

creditworthiness of SMEs as they believe that financial statements understate the profitability and financial position of

SMEs. This also calls into question, collectively, the credibility of SMPs who audit the financials of SMEs resulting in low

acceptance of their service capabilities. Some lenders, due to a lack of awareness, are also of the view that financial
I -statements prepared using simplified financial reporting standards for SMEs are inadequate and unreliable.

99 Audits of companies that are not specified business enterprises are carried out by both members of CASL and
registered auditors. It weakens the public perception of the value of an audit since registered auditors are not regulated,
not mandated to comply with Sri Lanka Auditing Standards, and not required to comply with CPD.
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V I I I. Poicy Recommendations

1 -These principle-based policy recommendations result from the ROSC analysis, which is the result of the review of

published reports, legislative enactments, responses to questionnaires, and discussions with stakeholders by the ROSC

team. The following recommendations have been formulated to further strengthen the corporate financial reporting
practices and improve the quality of financial information in Sri Lanka and are based on international good practice taking
into account the country context. From the recommendations, the Government and country stakeholders should develop

M a country action plan that incorporates specific objectives to be undertaken noting the proposed (short-, medium-; or
long-term) timing and the institution responsible for implementing each action. Commitment from the Government,

Steering Committee, and other stakeholders is critical for the successful implementation and achievement of the desired

outcomes.

A. Statutory Framework

The reporting requirements of the Companies Act should be amended to further define categories of companies and

prescribe the accounting and auditing review requirements for each category. This includes prescribing the financial
reporting requirements, specifying accounting standards applicable and requirements for audit, limited reviews, or

exemption from audit. The need for differentiated reporting is firmly established in many countries, and the Companies

Act should be amended to reflect this. Legislation in many countries, including Singapore, the United Kingdom, and
others in the European Union, has already exempted micro and small companies from the audit requirement, thus

relieving small companies from administrative burdens. However, reducing the administrative burden also needs to be

2 balanced with the current access to capital issues in Sri Lanka to find an approach that is suitable for the country's
circumstances and its development phase as capital providers require more reliable audited financial statements. The

development of SLFRS for micro companies will enable further easing of the administrative burden for very small

companies. The Companies Act should also state clearly that financial reporting for all companies must be in compliance
with the Sri Lanka Accounting Standards.
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102 The Companies Act should be amended to require companies to provide sufficient information in their annual CASI should initiate and facilitate a voluntary merger program for sole pi

statistic return to Registrar of Companies. The Companies Act of 2007 does not require the filing of audited financial alternative services. To facilitate the growth of SMPs, increase their market

statements. This amendment would facilitate SLAASMB to independently determine entities that should come within its accounting and auditing standards, CASL should facilitate a voluntary progr
purview as they reach the thresholds specified for turnover, equity, assets, and number of employees. national sole practitioners or join international accounting networks. In additio

103 Audits should be conducted only by persons who are appropriately qualified, skilled, and subject to quality alternative service offerings such as internal audit, corporate finance, com
controls. The Companies Act should be amended accordingly since at present Registered Auditors are also a companies' financial records. Reference should be made to the tools and
recognized category of auditors for non-SBEs. The Country Action Plan should consider how Registered Auditors who available on the IFAC website.

are not members of CASL can be mandated to comply with the Sri Lanka Auditing Standards and the Code of Ethics D. Education and Training
and be effectively regulated if they are to continue auditing.

The Act of Incorporation and Regulations of the CASL should be amended to require registration of practicing professional aountin quafaons to ci te M ility by emloer a
audit firms. To enhance monitoring of auditors, the law should require a two-tier registration of both individual auditors

and practicing audit firms. This can be done by introducing a category called "member firm" whereby entities in public accountancy ualifiansh the toal an Fi

practice (including sole practitioners) falling within the definitions (as provided in the act and regulation) will be issued a

license to audit. This will be in addition to the present practice of issuing licenses to individual members who fulfill permits mapping of the entire qualification.

required criteria. In addition, the CASL constitution or by-laws should require the renewal of audit practice licenses to CASI, ICMA, and AATSL should design and implement a structured frar

be supported by an annual return that includes information on compliance with SLSQC 1, ISQC 1 review results, learning providers of their students' training. To ensure quality training to

compliance with CPD requirements for individual auditors, and other additional information that will assist in the risk framework for accrediting learning providers must be designed, partners muE

assessment of an audit firm and assist in determining the sample for review. These changes will enable effective taken to ensure compliance or, in extreme cases where issues cannot be res,

oversight of the auditors as well as audit firms and will also address the inconsistency in how CASL recognizes firms as The market should be informed so that there are learning providers who are

Approved Employer. should take into account the infrastructure of the learning provider, the

B. Professional Accountancy Organizations lecturers, and performance at examinations. It should incorporate sanctions f
requirements or for those offering training without having been accredited and(eitrd opeesv rmwr

105 CASL, ICMA and AATSL should consistently maintain an up-to-date code of ethics that is aligned with the IESBA Code that enables students to differentiate between non-accredited and accredit
to ensure compliance with the IFAC SMO 4 and IESBA Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants. The code should learning providers to improve the quality of their courses. This in turn is expe

be made available on the PAO websites and regularly disseminated during CPD events. Professional accountancy renewed confidence in teaching the syllabi. It is noted that the UK-based C
organizations should also provide information on their websites regarding disciplinary procedures, reports of providers that have facilitated high pass rates in the country. In addition

disciplinary orders, and regulatory decisions; this action serves as a deterrent to other members and also alerts the implemented for monitoring training providers. This should include on-site ri

public. Other useful information to include on PAO websites would be how to make a complaint and sufficient technical training partners and annually on a sample basis. The sample for monitoring, fo

resources for members to understand the process, rights, and obligations in difficult situations to guide their actions and against whom complaints have been received, whose students fail the viv

also if they are the subject of a complaint. warning signs noted by PACs. Complaints made regarding training partner

C. Auditing Profession action taken to ensure compliance or, in extreme cases where issues can

1 06 CASL should develop a policy for re-admitting auditors who have been out of public practice for more than 3 years. The
policy should stipulate the requirements for compliance before re-admission. Ideally, a member should provide evidence CASL, IGMA, and AATSL should implement a program for approved e
of CPD relevant to audit. A panel interview should assess the member's audit knowledge. These requirements would providers. Employers should be monitored before and after the issuance of th

help ensure that returning auditors have the required competencies, knowledge, and skills to discharge their public the declaration and evaluate the sufficiency of arrangements for practical train
interest responsibility.
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CASL, ICMA, and AATSL should implement a comprehensive program to monitor CPD and sanction CASI and other professional accountancy organizations should increase

non-compliance in accordance with the IFAC SMO 2 and IES 7, Continuing Professional Development. accounting standards for preparers of financial statements. To address t

Audit-specific CPD should be introduced for audit practitioners. The IFAC SMO 2 requires all member organizations to first annual reporting cycle, CASL should issue further guidance on SLFRS imp
monitor compliance with CPD requirements of its members by verifying a sample. Although CASL, ICMA, and AATSL host more debates and discussions on key SLFRS issues, including using web

have made CPD mandatory, a program for effective monitoring of compliance has not been implemented. At present, should be downloadable from the CASL website for access by students a
members, including those with practicing certificates, are only required to submit a self-declaration confirming that they addition, CASL and other professional accountancy organizations should esta
have complied with the CPD requirements for renewal of membership. This is insufficient to meet the requirements of mechanisms to monitor the systemic issues in order to facilitate the future des

IES 7, which requires member bodies to monitor and enforce the continuing development and the maintenance of

professional competence of accountants. PAOs should develop a process to ensure that non-compliant members are
counseled and encouraged to comply with the requirements. Cases of persistent non-compliance must be subjected to should include cit cas stdy-bameri o enhace udesti

a disciplinary process and sanctioned.
for the SME sector. Measures should be taken to build in-country capacity to vletnil n nagbeast n

112 All professional accountancy organizations operating in Sri Lanka should consider reducing the disparity thereby enhance reliability of valuations used in financial reports.
between access to services by students and members in the Western Province and other provinces through
planned investments in branch offices and technology-based platforms. It is recommended that professional CASL should conduct customized training for the Department of Inland
accountancy organizations invest in pilot projects to develop branches and establish member and student chapters ensure that these stakeholders are equipped with the knowledge req t
facilitating the growth of the profession in the provinces. These chapters will also serve as a means of understanding discharge their duties. Additionally, the establishment of industry working gr
the issues relating to the profession in the provinces, facilitating resolution of the same. With 100 percent mobile a forum for initiating discussions and resolving issues relating to accountin

penetration and growing computer access in Sri Lanka, investments in technology will also serve to level the knowledge specific industry segments (i.e,, banking, construction). Such customized tra
gaps through website, webinars, and mobile applications. This will form part of the solution to fulfill the growing need
to improve the quality of financial reporting in SMEs.

and auditing standards.
E. Accounting Standards

The representation of professional accountancy organizations in the statutory standard-setting committees should be
revisited. Currently only CASL and CIMA UK are represented on the Accounting Standards Committee, constituting the

existing professional accountancy organizations at the time when the Committee was legally constituted. Other consultancy services to facilitate the development of the SME sector.
professional accountancy organizations in the country that have since gained full IFAC membership as well as concern noted by providers of capital on the reliability of financial reporting b
representatives of analysts and investors should also be included in the Committee to ensure that there is of audits by SMPs. This is critical to improve SME access to capital. There is
representation and contribution from all key stakeholders in Sri Lanka. Since candidates' technical proficiency is a vital lenders of capital to SMEs on the simplified financial reporting standards for E

prerequisite to understanding and contributing to the standard-setting process, CASL should evaluate nominees of
other professional accountancy organizations to ensure the effective operation of the Accounting Standards
Committee. CASL should take a more visible and influential role in international-lev

114 The Accounting Standards Committee should increase its level of influence at the international standard-setting participating in working groups. As discussed above in Accounting Standardst
level through increased participation in the IASB and its working groups, supported by a robust and credible the research capability could strengthen the ability of CASL to influence the s

research program. For this purpose, it is recommended that CASL establish a research division to conduct research and hence position Sri Lanka to actively contribute to the international auditin

on the accounting issues in the country. Further, there should be increased formation of and engagement at
industry-specific working groups, which should formulate Sri Lanka's position on standards being developed at the
international level.
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G. Monitoring, Compliance and Enforcement

The regulators should enhance their capacity, methodologies, and information-sharing processes. The financial sector Annexes
regulators should further strengthen their capacity and revise their review methodologies to better align them with global
regulatory developments. Coverage of regulation should expand from prudential supervision to reviewing the quality of
general purpose financial statements. It is also recommended that all regulators enter into an operational memorandum
of understanding to jointly conduct reviews, especially on compliance with financial reporting standards (where / Y,

feasible), and share findings with each other where applicable, taking into account confidentiality requirements? The
Inter-regulatory Institutions Council should be considered as a forum to initiate this operational memorandum.
Additionally, the sharing of relevant information with CASL as provided for in the Accounting and Auditing Standards Act
as well as other professional accountancy organizations, which is a prerequisite for capital market development, is
necessary for the effective regulation of the accounting and auditing profession.

The review methodology of SLAASMB should be further enhanced that allows for more risk-based reviews.
SLAASMVB should be further strengthened to use modern information technology in their reviews. Funding of

SLAASMB should also be increased to meet the growing demands and to retain and enhance the pool of skilled and
trained reviewers. IFIAR core principles provide that the audit regulator "should have a stable source of funding, which
is secure and free from influence by auditors and audit firms and sufficient to execute its powers and responsibilities."
The core principles also state that "in order for audit regulators to be effective, it is a prerequisite that there is sufficient
staff of appropriate competence." Therefore, SLAAMB should explore additional source of funding from government,
organizations coming under review, and other source. These are prerequisites if SLAASMB is to move toward audit
firm-level reviews and to play a greater long-term role in overall oversight. SLAASMB should inform CASL of its findings
to enhance the support given to auditors and to enable CASL to take action against auditors who fail to comply with the
Sri Lanka Auditing Standards. Ai,

CASL should implement a mandatory audit quality assurance review process for audit firms to fully implement
SLSQOC 1, in compliance with IFAC SMO 1. CASL is encouraged to move forward in implementing its proposed Action
plan for Audit Quality Assurance and to gradually transition to a mandatory program linked to the licensing procedures
backed by amending the Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Standards Act. The generic findings of the quality
assurance reviews should be made available on the website. SLAASMB currently has legal powers to sanction any
non-compliant entity. It is recommended that the law be amended for SLAASMB to have regular access to the AQA
reviews carried out by CASL complimenting audit quality regulation in the country and provide powers for SLAASMB to
take necessary action in the event that the regulation by CASL becomes inadequate.

61 "Financial sector regulators have full access to information of financial sector institutions without any confidentiality restrictions.



Annex II: Compliance with IFAC SMOs

Annex 1: Summary of Sri Lanka's IFIAR Membership Profile CASL

Country SRI LANKA SMO Degree of responsibility Policy rec

SMVOl1 Direct CASL must:

1. Organization Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing Standards Monitoring Board. (SLAASMB) Quality Assurance * Through the activities of th
supporting its members in puic rciet opywt LQ
and assurance engagements sadrs

2. Board Composition Are the majority of the governing body non-practitioners * Ensure Quality Assurance Bo

and Members Z Yes No independent accountancy pro

___________________________________________________________ ~ ontiue failittingworksopseorfalcitspracicingmembrsst

3. Funding Is the funding free from undue influence by the profession enlighten them with respec

Arrangements Yes No
_________________________________________________SMO 2 Direct. As standards CASL must:

4. Inspection System Do you have the responsibility for recurring inspections of audit firms euation s et reSons prode tonur ad
undertaking audits of public interest entities for Professional for adoption of the levels of their course offerings

Accountants and standards andFv1Ye - No other IAESB Guidance supporting their llo Implement a monitoring andacrdtiopogmefreplys
successful to ensure that training objectivsaemt

Is this responsibility directly or through oversight of inspection undertaken by implementation.
professional bodies

1Z Directly Through oversight International Continue supporting, and mi
__________________________________________________________________Standards, Related Clarified ISA and other IAASBErnucmnso nogigbss

5. Audit and Financial Ninety-three audit firms that audit 1,313 public interest entities are subject to ad O the acssing IorS p io

Market SLAASMB audit reviews. Out of these entities, the majority are audited by Pronouncements
KPMG (28%), Ernst & Young (25%), and PricewaterhouseCoopers (9%). issued by IAASB a inueng worot

Each of the other firms audits less than 4% of these entities, with 47 firms 10 Disseminate the Guide to Us
auditing 1-3 entities each. in the Audit of Small and

________________________________________________________________publications such as the ComainGieadTp o ot
Effective ISA Application andite ulcton fteIA M

6. Main other tasks Review compliance with Accounting Standards by Specified Business Committee.

performed by Member Enterprises. SMO4 Direct

_____________ _____________________________________ISMO Cod ofirect. CASL must efreipeetto o hsCd hog h

QalItyBAssre o Throug tactivities of Quality Assurance Board cof
Source: IFIAR website https://wwwfiar.org/iFIAR/mediaDocumentsFARMebersArea/MeberUpdates/SRi-LANKA.pdf for Professional Incorporation should be amein acte t ot

Accountantsnde
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SMO 5 Shared with the CASL must: ICMA
International Public Ministry of Finance for 1 Use its best endeavours to support the adoption and successful SMO Degree of responsibility Current statu
Sector Accounting implementation implementation of IPSAS issued to date in collaboration with the
Standards and Other activities. Ministry of Finance and other relevant government departments. SMO 1 None. Members are not eligible to perform statutory audits.
IPSASB Guidance

I Inclusion of public sector subjects as options in its professional Quality Assurance

qualification curriculum would be a major positive step in that
direction and would assist in increasing compliance with the SMO 2 Direct. The curriculum was revised in 2012 to comply with SMO 2 and the
standards by strengthening capacity. International changes required for monitoring members GPO are being implemented

Education Standards to support ICMAs aspiration to full membership of IFAC.

SMO 6 Direct. CASL must raise public awareness of its disciplinary powers and for Professional
Investigation and mechanisms, and encourage cases requiring disciplinary action to be Accountants and
Discipline raised with CASL. other IAESB

Guidance

SMO 7 Direct. CASL must further increase its initiatives to effectively support
International Financial successful implementation of the financial reporting standards SMO 3 No responsibility IgMA supports its members' learning and compliance activities in this
Reporting Standards frameworks. International regard through workshops and seminars on a best endeavours basis.
Reporting Standards_ frameworks. Standards, Related

Practice Statements,
and Other
Pronouncements
Issued by IAASB

SMO 4 Direct. ICMA has its own Code of Ethics, which is aligned to the 2010 IESBA
IESBA Code of Ethics Code of Ethics
for Professional
Accountants

SMO 5 None. CASL is the standards-setter for these, and ICMA provides support to
International Public its members on a best endeavours basis.
Sector Accounting
Standards and Other
IPSASB Guidance

SMO 6 Direct. ICMA has gazetted the necessary amendments required to implement
Investigation and an effective monitoring and compliance mechanism and can now
Discipline implement it.

SMO 7 None. ICMA uses its best endeavors to support implementation of the
International standards through workshops and seminars.
Financial Reporting
Standards
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AATSL Annex Ill: Compliance with IAESB Standards

SMO Degree of responsibility Current status and challenges International Education Standard CASL status
IES 1 Entry Requirements to a The entry level for CASL examinations is highlnuht-poieasuac fa

SMO 1 None. Members do not have statutory recognition for audit as per the Program of individual's likely success in the program of prof
Quality Assurance Companies Act. Complies on a best endeavours basis. Professional Accounting Three simple passes at G.C.E. Advanced-Level I

Education for registration as a student. CASL also provid
The Governing Council policy is to revise the syllabus every 5 years. A ICMA, CIMA, ACCA, and university graduates

Intern ational consultant has been appointed to revise the syllabus for 2015
Education Standards examinations. As ATTSL is a technician-level qualification, there are no ES 2 Content of Professional The knowledge content of the CASL syllabus ad

for Professional plans to increase the entry requirement to the level required by IES 1. Accounting 2015 Syllabus adequately covers all these areas
Accountants and Education Programs knowledge pillar). IT knowledge is covered undE
other IAESB Knowledge pillar has 5 sub-pillars: Financial Acc
Guidance Accounting & Finance, Taxation & Law, Assuranc

Contemporary Issues.
SMO 3 No responsibility AATSL members and students train with audit firms and therefore The course length is approximately 3 years.
International comply with SMO 3 on a best endeavors basis. The CASL nominees on
Standards, Related the Governing Council of AATSL serve as a useful conduit in this regard. IFS 3 Professional Skills and The syllabus and training arrangements are com,
Practice Statements, General Education training and the subjects offered at progressive
and Other membership are equipped with the appropriate
Pronouncements personal, interpersonal and organizational) to fu
Issued by IAASB However, effectiveness of the provisions must b

employer-monitoring program as recommended
SMO 4 Direct. AATSL has its own code of Ethics, which has been developed IFS 4 Professional Values, Ethics is adequately covered to influence the pr
IESBA Code of Ethics independently of IESBA. The Ethics Committee of AATSL continuously Ethics and Attitudes of future professional accountants in the manne
for Professional reviews the Code of Ethics with Pronouncements of IESBA to make sure
Accountants compliance as applicable. Ethics is tested in the audit and assurance pape

successfully complete the examinations are reqirdtcopeeaonieths

SM 5 None. AATSL has no direct responsibility for this.membership.
SMerto na PuoebMSlasniirccesosbiiyfo hs Further a student must have at least one year of tann nodrt i o h

International Public
Sector Accounting corporate-level papers and a further 2 years in o
Standards and Otherallows time for a student to apply concepts of et

IPSASB Guidance ES 5 Practical Experience While the curriculum provides for compliance w
Requirements implementation is reliant on CASL monitoring appoelmpoes

SMO 6 Direct. AATSL has formulated a set of Disciplinary Regulations for its Prior to obtaining full CASL membership, a cand
Investigation and members to be implemented from March 2014. three-years practical training experience at CASl
Discipline supervision of a CASL member. A student must

___________________ ~~~order to sit for the corporate-level papers and mutcmltnh eann er
during or after the corporate-level examinations

SMO 7 None. The financial reporting standards most relevant to AATSL members are
International Financial the SLFRS for SMEs. AATSL arranges workshops and seminars for Durngtepcical triningethe stuns ae exct
Reporting Standards compliance on a best endeavors basis. (d) interpersonal and communication skills; (e) o

skills, and (f) professional ethics and values, inc
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International Education Standard CASL status

In addition to the minimum working days for practical skills, requirements also include
(a) skills assessment report by the supervising member and (2) one-to-one interview to
verify the training record book content.

Corporate level viva voce interview and presentation.

IES 6 Assessment of The professional capabilities and competence of candidates are formally assessed, as
Professional per the standard, by CASL before the qualification of professional accountant is
Capabilities and awarded. There are comprehensive written exams, an assignment and a case study
Competence exam for knowledge modules; tests for reading, writing, listening, speaking, and finally

public speaking tests for communication module; online and computer-based tests for
IT module; and supervision and periodical training assessments for practical training
module.

The final level (i.e., the corporate level examinations cover subjects under pillars
knowledge, skills and personal, and finally viva voce by a panel of members) meets the
requirements prescribed in the standard for a final assessment of a candidate's
professional capabilities and competence before qualification.

IES 7 Continuing Professional Continuing Professional Development is mandatory for all members and CASL uses an
Development input-based approach. However, the monitoring process needs to be strengthened for

full compliance with the standard.

IES 8 Competence The CASL syllabus together with the practical training meets the requirements of the
Requirements for Audit standards on professional knowledge content; professional skills; and professional
Professionals values, ethics, and attitudes required for all audit professionals.

CASL complies with the requirements of this standard as professional capabilities
and competence as an auditor are assessed prior to issue of a practicing certificate
to audit professionals.

To fully comply with the standard, it is required that (a) CASL has a program for
monitoring the approved employers and the quality of training offered; (b) CASL
prescribes specific CPD activities for audit professionals or professional accountants
seeking to become audit professionals; (c) CASL makes arrangements to ensure that
audit professionals responsible for significant judgments in an audit of historical
financial information of specific environments or industries have the required
professional knowledge and practical experience relevant to that environment or
industry; (d) CASL prescribes additional requirements on professional knowledge;
professional skills; and professional values, ethics, and attitudes as audit
professionals progress into positions such as engagement partners.
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